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EDITORIAL
My thanks to those who have written expressing satisfaction with No. 52, and my apologies for
those errors which occurred in spite of all efforts.
The Cyrillic transliteration table prompted one member, Mr. Brian Birch, to draw my attention
to British Standard 2979 : 1958, which also mentions the International Standards Organisation ISO/R9;
whilst regretting that we do not conform to these standards, the Tchilingbirian system has the merit of
some familiarity and the dominating advantage of avoiding the BSI and ISO lines and curves (over some
letters) which, precise though they may be, are hardly suitable to typesetting using only English type.
So, my apologies and regrets to BSI and ISO!
No. 53 contains another range of articles spanning many of the interests of BSRP members and
my thanks to the many valiant contributors.
I. L. G. B.

1812 BRITISH NAVY CAMPAIGN COVER FROM RIGA BAY
Data from David Mushlin
A British naval contingent was sent in 1812 to help the Prussians during the Napoleonic Russian
offensive, and the following text gives relevant details of a hitherto unrecorded campaign cover from -that
period.
The item is an entire, sent by Rear Admiral Martin on board H.M.S. "Aboukir," to Captain
Ross on H.M.' Sloop "Kaiser"; it is inscribed "On Service" in manuscript, and of course is signed by
Martin. Dated 26 July 1812, it relates to the battle of PillalJ against the French in East Prussia, when
the ship "Uriana" was captured, and commends the "gallant conduct" of Lieutenant Jones and the
other officers and men. This is of particular significance as Martin was Commander in Chief of the
British naval contingent.
Earlier in 1812 the Russians had sacked Riga upon the advance of the French army which had
taken East Prussia (and Pillau, which was not restored to Prussia until 1813). It would seem that the
British sh_ips found safe quarters at Riga whilst they were involved.

THE GERMAN "AUS RUSSLAND"

MARKS

I. L. G. Baillie
An article serialised from May 1966 to June 1967 in "The Philatelist" (the magazine published
by Robson Lowe Ltd., London) was written by V. Denis Vandervelde and entitled "Aus Russlanda reappraisal of XIX century handling of mail from Eastern Europe." In this he cited three earlier
references :
G. Sempf: Deutscher Altbriefsammler Verein-May 1948
G. Noel: Le Monde des Philatelists-1955
C. Kidd: The Philatelist-July 1965
and Vd V (if he will permit this abbreviation!) gave us for the first time a comprehensive survey of these
marks together with a classified referencing system and a careful analysis of the evidence to enable locations to be determined.
Since the VdV article appeared, some new material has come to light which adds minor but interesting extensions to the story, and the stage has now been reached for a new analysis to be attempted
for the basic German marks on mail from Russia. This will be given in two stages:
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(A) a guide to enable the VdV type reference system to be identified from the wording
and appearance of the mark
(B) a guide to show the periods of use of the types as currently known, and the manner
in which one type succeeded another on each route.
l would mention my gratitude to VdV for his ready agreement that I should rewrite this subject
and use his previous article so extensively, and for his assistance during the rewriting phase. At this
point 1 would also acknowledge that the last 10 years have produced little changes to the basic classification principles he advanced-it is, understandably, in periods and locations of use that new data
primarily facilitate reassessment.
Also, I would acknowledge help from other collectors, especially Dr. Wortman, M. Granoux
(Paris) and M. De Clercq (St. Nicklaas, Belgium) whose monograph "Aus Russland" of May 1975 is
reviewed later in this Journal. Nevertheless I would emphasise that the blame for any errors or misrepresentations in the present article must be placed on me!
STAGE A: IDENTIFICATION OF THE TYPES
In Figs. 1-46 on pp 1 and 2 of the central illustrations, I show all the known basically different
Aus Russland marks-i.e. marks applied to covers to indicate, generally for accountancy purposes, that
the item came from Russia-and it will be seen that there is a wide range of wording and of arrangement. These marks continued in regular use to 1873 when bagging became normal; thereafter they are
rare, being required and applied, evidently, only to loose items. With the aid of the following explanations, classification and identification should normally be fairly straightforward:-Figs. 1, 2, 13 (B4, B5, B2): B2 has 'FRANCO' clearly struck in the upper line. B4 has faint traces of
the word, often requiring a handglass to interpret, and B5 has no trace of the word. If 'AUS RUSSLAND' is so near the edge of the cover that 'FRANCO' (if present) would have missed the cover,
then classify as 85.
-Figs. 3, 4, 5 (Ryl, la, 2, 2a): Ry2 (red or black) has 16 barbs on the long sides, the others have 19;
Ry2a (black) is 35 x 10 mm, whereas Ryl (red) and Ryla (black) are 34 x 9 mm. (Ryl is the commonest and shows minor variants; Ryla may be one of these or a separate handstamp).
-Figs. 7, 8 (Ry6, 6a, RF7, 7a): Ry6 and RF7 are black but Ry6a and RF7a are red; Ry6 and 6a are
36 x 11 mm; RF7 and 7a are 34½ x 13 mm.
-Fig. 9 (Ry3, 3a): Ry3 is black but Ry3a is red with slightly squatter lettering.
-Figs. 10, 11, 12 (Ry4, 4a, CV5): Length will readily distinguish the black or red CV5 (39 x 10 mm) from
the rest; Ry4a (black only) being 35 x 10½ mm and Ry4 (red only) 34 x 10 mm.
-Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18 (Ry7, 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d): Ry7 (red only) is distinguished only by colour from Ry7a
(never red); Ry7a, 7b, 7c, and 7d are distinguishable by the relative positions of the 'R' of 'FRANCO'
and the 'R' of 'RUSSLAND,' and one may note also the varying gaps between 'AUS' and 'RUSSLAND.'
-Fig. 19 (Ry8, Sa): Ry8 is black and Ry8a is red.
-Figs. 20, 21, 22 (El, E2, RF3): E2 is readily distinguishable, having sans serif lettering; in El the 6½
mm gap between 'FRANCO' and 'TOUT' has a long hyphen whereas in RF3 (which seems to exist
in more than one variant) the 5 to 6 mm gap has a variable length of hyphen.
-Figs. 27, 28, 29, 30 (Ry9, 9a, 10, 10a): 'Eisenb' in Ry9 and 9a is abbreviated to 'Eis' in RylO and 10a;
in Ry9a and 10a (the rarer types) the letters in the first line are much larger.
-Figs. 36, 37 (RFl, 2): RFl is undated; RF2 is dated: with 'P' before 'MEMEL.'
~Figs. 38, 39 (RF2a, 2b): both dated, without 'P' before 'MEMEL'; in RF2 the sides of the 'M's are
vertical but in RF2b (as in RFl and 2) they slope.
-Figs. 44, 45, 46 (Bla, lb, le): 11½ x 10½, 11 x 11, and 11½ x 10¾ mm respectively, but in Blc the tail
of the 'R' curves inwards.
However I would draw attention to the warning given later: some Aus Russland types (particularly
the Ry5, 6 and 7 series) were of similar but not identical handstamps so that there are some minor variations from this cause as well as from the late Simon Tchilinghirian's 'human factor.'
The VdV references to types were allocated as follows:
B
Berlin
RF German Post Office at Russian Frontier
E
As RF but late marks used at Eydtkuhnen
Ry
German Railway
CV Cologne-Verviers TPO
PF
German P.O. at Polish frontier.
Page 4
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On the original understanding of where the marks were applied. However some of the current
interpretations differ from the original concept, so the VdV code is not (as the final Philatelist article
summary itself indicates) an infallible guide to the location/use.
There are covers throughout the period of interest which do not carry Aus Russland marks, but
they are in a minority. The generai' practice was clearly to mark all covers to assist in correct accountancy, and the lack of marks would be liable to defeat this purpose. This is perhaps the point at which
to record a Kharkov/Bordeaux 1852 FRANCO cover in M. Granoux's collection which carries a blue
manuscript Aus Russland endorsement and a Breslau/Berlin TPO mark and VdV has also seen a cover
with a manuscript endorsement.
The many other types of marks connected with accountancy arrangements such as PD, PP, P Paye,
TP, PPPP, CRpP, CRPF, AED, Rayon types, etc., are all excluded from this article, although they
may be a subject to be treated later.
The framed 'P + No' marks have of course already been explained in the VdV article as well as
by Liphschutz and Godard in BJRP 39 : these call for no further comment except that I can now record
an example of the 'P.45' mark and understand that others have also surfaced.
STAGE B: SEQUENCE OF USE OF TYPES ON EACH ROUTE
From th ~ VdV article in "The Philatelist" one can establish the basic sequence of the use of these
marks, but it is suggested that one rational method of arranging a collection of covers with these marks
i; to group them according to the geographical regions where the marks were applied; each group compris'ng subgroups in historical sequence.
The further information to hand since the original VdV article appeared, has enabled the location
of many of the doubtful types to be made mo -e positive and he periods of use to be extended ro that
the sequence of use of the successive types can be more cle:trly identified.
The system which I would propose is based on 9 basic uni s:
Brody, Vienna, etc.
Route 1
Scandinavia
Rout 2
NE German frontier
Route 3
via Br :slau (SE Germany)
Route 4
via Bromberg (NE Germany)
Route 5
via N Germrn ports
Route 6
via Berlin
Route 7
W of Berlin
Route 8
Aus Polen marks
Route 9
Route 1 Via Austria
These routes are not within the scope of this present article, so I will not discuss them at this stage
-,-J merely note that they call for detailed analysis and hoPe that this will be available in BJRP at a future
date.
Route 2 Via Scandinavia
These routes are also not within the &i.:ope of the present article, so I would re.fer readers to the
VdV article for details of the Aland Islands and Sweden routes. I woutd refer readers to the VdV article
for details and, of course, to BJR.P 50 and 51 for the Aland Islands data. I have heard that an earlier
route via Denmark has also been identified, but have as yet no further details.
Route 3 NE German Frontier (Not by rail)
Apart from the rare use of the Scandinavian routes just mentioned, mail from St. Petersburg
and Northern Russia to the West, was initially routed via Memel anct°Berlin and Route 3 is divided into
·
Routes 3A-D as below:
Route 3A.

The various marks associated with Memel are:

Type RFl (Fig. 36) in black; on face; 1807 (Sempf) to 1817 (VdV); probably superseded
concurrently by RF2, RF2a, and RF2b.
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 53
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Type RF2 (Fig. 37) in black on Franco and Porto mail; 1818 to 1833 (VdV) as a marque
d'entree and subsequently only as a town stamp due to the Frontier P.O. being moved
from Memel to Laugszargen (Route 3B). However I have a Riga cover with a Riga
despatch mark (hereby disproving any forwarding agent involvement) with a 23 Feb.
1834 RF2 mark, destined for Bordeaux so evidently the Frontier P.O. transfe1 was
initially not 100 % effective.
Type RF2a (Fig. 38) in black on Franco and Porto mail; 1818 to 1830 (VdV).

Type RF2b (Fig. 39) in black on Franco and Porto mail; 1822 to 1832 (VdV) which I can

extend to July 1820 from another Riga/Bordeaux cover (although this one has no
Riga despatch mark so there might have been a forwarding agent as far as Memel)
and M. De Clercq quotes 1818 as the earliest date. He extends the period to April
1833 by a St. Petersburg/Basel cover which also has a typ~ Bl (Route 7). This type
sometimes shows traces of the edge of the holder at 42 x ( ?) 18mm.
Following the 1833 move of the Frontier P.O. to Laugszargen, a new range of m:J.rks
came into use:
Type RF6 (Fig. 40) in black. VdV records a single Porto entire from Riga (no despatch
mark) with a Tilsit 26 March 1839 mark (destination Bordeaux) either as a transit
or despatch mark. I can now confirm RF6 as a transit mark, on a Riga (28 Aug.
1833 despatch) Franco cover via Tilsit (11 Sept. 1833)-destination London-and
on a Pernau 30 Aug. 1839 cover via Hamburg, London and Edinburgh to Kirkaldy;
M. Granoux has a 22 Sept. 1839 example and M. De Clercq records it for 1836/7.
Later RF6 was only a town mark, not a marque d'entree (see RF3 below).

Route 3B.

Type RF3 (Fig. 22). Although Sempf mentions use of RF3 in black from 1833 on Franco
mail, the earliest date known to me is Oct. 1840, and Laugszargen was therefore
possibly not issued with its own canceller for marking Russian mail immediately
it became a Frontier P.O. Use of RF3 was only intermittent in later years and minor
variations arise in the handstamp, as VdV records to 1861 with one extraordinary
late use of Feb. 1873 in Dr. Casey's collection. All known covers have RF6 (Fig. 40)
as a backstamp, and some also have Tauroggen marks. (Tauroggen being designated
as the Russian exchange point with Laugszargen in the May 1845 Postal Treaty).
Type RF4 (Fig. 23).

This very rare Porto mark, perhaps a partner to the Franco Type RF3
(Fig. 22) mark above, is noted by VdV as being recorded in black by Sempf from 1845
to 1851; M. Granoux has an example.

Route 3C.

Spasmodic use of marks in this area from the mid I 840's is less systematic as rail
systems developed and examples are, at best, unusual. Russian mail entering via Eydtkuhnen/Stallopunen from the northern tip of Poland received any of the following marks:
Type RFS (Fig. 24). A very rare Porto mark, apparently a partner to Type RF4 (Fig. 23)
above and also recorded in black by Sempf from 1845 to 1851. M. de Clercq illustrates a black Franco strike of 20 June 1867 on a registered cover from St. Petersburg
via Eydtkuhnen to Berlin (with 5 seals on the flaps), in which the 'A' of Russland
is not deformed as Fig. 24. Without further examples one is tempted to ascribe this
variation to the Tchilinghirian 'human factor.'
Type PFS (Fig. 41) is ascribed to Tilsit by Sempf for 1850 to 1858 in black, but I concur
with VdV doubts.
Type RF7 (Fig. 8). Another very rare Sempf recording, stated to be struck in black in 1859
at Stallopunen (whether Franco or Porto is not recorded), and incorrectly recorded
in the VdV table as upper and lower case in 1 line. The reason for having a mark
at Stallopunen rather than at Eydthunen is not mentioned, so the ascription seems
surprising. However M. Granoux has a black strike on a St. Petersburg cover backstamped Stallopunen, so the usage is confirmed.
Type PF7 (Fig. 42). This Aus Polen mark is included here because it was used at Eydtkuhnen
on Porto mail sorted at the Frontier P.O. (as distinct from the TPO mail) from May
1866 to 1869 in black or bluish-grey. M. Granoux has some examples which bring
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the earliest date back to Sept. 1864, and PF7 might therefore have been introduced
for mail from Poland to supplement RF5 or supersede RF7.
Type El (Fig. 20). This is the least scarce (but still difficult) of the Route 3C marks. It was
evidently modelled on the RF3 (Fig. 22) but used in black on Franco mail according
to VdV at Eydtkuhnen from 1867 to 1873. M. Granoux, however has some earlier
examples and advises Dec. 1861 to Aug. 1866 at Tilsit and from 1864 at Eydtkuhnen
so either there were two simUar m<1rks or the hm1dstam, was transferred between the
two towns.
Type E3 (Fig. 25). VdV records only two examples, both in black on Porto mail ; the dated
one being 1878 from St. Petersburg to Dresden. M. Granoux extends the period
from 1878 to 1887, and M. D Clercq brings the first d1te back to 1873. Might it
be a successor to PF7 or, more likely, RF5 ?
Type E2 (Fig. 21). VdV records a single 1880 example in black of this rare mark, on an
insured Franco cover, and provision<1lly ascribes it to Eydtkuhnen on the basis of
an Eydtkuhnen backstamp. M. De Clercq extends the period from 1873 to 1882
and M. Granoux brings the first date back to Sept. 1872.
Route 3D.

In the late period, Memel for some unknown re1s::m returned to the scene.

Type Ry4a (Fig. 11). VdV records in black (not in red, unlike Ry4--Fig. 10) on Franco
mail from 1868 to 1871, and notes that Sempf refers to a similar mark, but 35 x 11 mm,
used at Meme,l in 1865. A major extension to this p)rbd arises, however, as M.
Granoux and M. De Clercq record 1851 covers (20 Feb. and 10 May respectively)
with Memel marks. M. Granoux also has a 2 Aug. 1859 strike with a Stettin, but
no Memel mark; without other evidence I would regard Ry4a as having b~en applied
at Memel without a Memel ba-.: kstamp and the cover as having travelled by sea to
Stettin where it was backstamped.
Route 4. South East German Frontier (via Breslau) by Rail.
The first rail link between the Russian frontier (at Myslowitz, near the 'Three Empire' point)
and Breslau to Berlin, was opened on 30 Oct. 1846, and a TPO system was quickly established to facilitate
:sorting of mail (and the accountancy checks) en route. The opening of this rail link provided a new
.major route for mail from the Ukraine and neighbouring areas (for which the route via Vienna had
·previously been the standard) but normally not for mail from central or Northern Russia.
'Aus Russland' marks were evidently first introduced on this Myslowitz/Berlin railway in Dec.
1851, and their use was formalised by the April 1853 Franco/Russian convention, to regularise account:ancy. These marks were applied in various sectors of this line, and one can employ the German TPO
.marks to identify the relevant sectors. I would reiterate a warning from the VdV article : probably
:several Aus Russland marks were in concurrent use, intended to be indistinguishable-this, plus the
inevitable 'human factor,' seriously complicates the task of disentangling these marks.
Route 4A.

The first Aus Russland marks on this line were:-

Type Ryl (Fig. 3). VdV records this mark (in several minor variants) from Dec. 1851 to
Jan. 1859, struck in red on the Myslowitz/Breslau TPO on Franco and Porto mail,
and in blue-grey on a unique Oct. 1859 cover in Dr. Wortman's collection. M. Granoux
extends the period.of usage in red from Nov. 1850 tp Sept. 1859, some hayjng Myslowitz/Kandrzin marks and others Myslowitz/Breslau. The introduction of this mark
seems not to have happened overnight, as I have a March 1852 cover which has no
Aus Russland mark but has Myslowitz/Breslau (and subsequent German) TPO marks.
VdV remarks that earliest strikes of Ry6 are often accompanied by framed K.PR.
POST-SPED/BUREAU No. V/'day + month' red marks, although M. Granoux
· has 1850 and 1852 examples with EIS instead of 'K.PR.'
Type Ry2 (Fig. 4). M. Granoux has two covers with Ry2 in red. One is Dec 1852 Porto
with Myslowitz/Breslau TPO; the other is April 1859 Franco with Myslowitz/Kandrzin TPO from Kiev via Erquelines to Paris. This mark seems to be less common
than Ryl on Route 4A, but was later used on the O3wiecim/Breslau sector-see
Route 4C below.
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Type Ry2a (Fig. 5). M. Granoux has thre~ covers with Ry2a in black . The earliest is Jui}
1857, Franco, again with Myslowitz/Kandrzin TPO from Kiev to Paris: the second
is similar but Jan. 1860, and the third is July 186) Porto fwm 8.!rdich::v. For subsequent use see Route 4C below.
Route 48. No subsequent marks s~em to be associated with the My.slowitz/8reslau sector. but
the 8reslau/8erlin sector started us'.ng Aus Russland marks from 1853 or 1855:Type Ry5 (Fig. 6). VdV records this, the common~st of all the Aus Russ'and marks.
from 1855 to Aug. 1873 on Porto mail, but states that Noel recorded it from 1853 :
M. De Clercq gives 1853 as the earliest date (4½ mm. high) and 1854 for 4 mm. high.
so presumably No~I w.:s right although early strikes are elusive. For example, Vd\
examined over 100 examples, I have 16 (Jan. 1855 to Aug. 1873) and M . Granou"
17 (which extend later to Oct. 1873). VdV mentions blue green to light blue variants
(from the normal black) the latter of which he terms 'Ry5a' in the text but does not
so tabulate; my blue strikes are all 1867/68.
Types Ry7a-7d (Figs. 15-18). These Franco marks are all very similar, but, as the VdV
article shows, present a difficulty, occurring on various TPOs. The Route 48 usage
is normal, but the total usage seems currently to teas follows :Ry7a: used in black on Route 5A in 1852/3; in red (i.e. as Ry7) on Route 6C- in
1856/60; in grey-black on Route 48 March 1872/June 1873.
Ry7b: used in grey-black on Rou·e 48 July 1856/Nov. 1873.
Ry7c: used in black Jan. 1853 on Route 48 (Granoux collection): used in h/acA
on Route 6C 1857/1860; then again on Route 48 in black and in blue from Oct.
1860 to 1868 (VdV date), now extenc!ed to Feb. 1872 (my collection). With a red
1863 usage seemingly on Route 5A !
Ry7d: a new type (Granoux col:ection) known on 1 co er of July 1852; the onl),
German TPO mark is for the Berlin/Minden sector but, unless this is substantiated from further covers I prefer to presume that Ry7d was, like Ry7a-7c basicall}'
a Route 4B mark.
Thus the Route 48 usage of this family of marks i
July 1852
Ry7d
Jan. 1853
Ry7c
July 1856 to Nov. i: 73
Ry7b
Oct. 1860 to Feb. 1872 (except May 1863!)
Ry7c
March 1872 to ime 1873
Ry7a
Further examples would help to complete this story, but only Ry7b seems to be extensively and
exclusively used on Route 48 and to date neve1 more than one other variant used concurrently, there.
Type Ryla (Fig. 3). The text and concluding table of the VdV article are not entire!}
consistent, as Ryla is tabulated as Feb. 1860/Sept. 1865 in black on Franco and
Porto mail, but described 2s seen on Porto mail only (and in the caption to the Part
XIII illustration, described as struck in ·rel:i). From information available to me, it
does not occur on Franco mail; M'. Granoux records a June 1868 example in blue
but without a TPO or other mark to locate it. It is poss:ble from the recorded dates
that Ryla could tie a 'continuation/replacement for Ryl (Route 4A above).
Type Ry6 (Fig. 7). VdV-records this mark in black (later also in blue) on this sector f om
Dec. 1865 to Sept. 1869, always on Porto mail ([ee also Route 4E below); I an record
Sept: 1865, and consider Ry6 (earlier used on Route 5A,--and in red as Ry6a on Route
6C) to be the direct Sept. 1865 successor to Ryla on Route 4B (these two types each
being concurrent with Type Ry5 for Porto mail, and the two Franco types from the
Ry7a-7d series).
Route 4C. The Myslowitz/8reslau sector in use up to 1860 seems to have become the Oswiecim/
Breslau sector from 1860, where occasional Aus Russland marks were, for some reason,
sometimes applied:Type Ry2 (Fig. 4). VdV records this 'far from common' mark from 1860 to Oct. 1872
in black on Franco mail. For earlier use s .e Route 4A above.

Page 8
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Ry2a. (Rig. 5). VdV records only . 2 covers with thi : rare mark in black on Porto
mail; Sept. 1865 and Sept. 1870. M. Granoux extends to July 1872 on Franco mail
(actually with Kattowicz/Breslau TPO mark). For earlier use see Route 4A above.

Breslau was the centre of the German TPO Division known as 'Bureau v; and (from
evidently, late J860) a series of 'Bureau V' marks was introduced obviating the need of separate
marks defining the exact sector within the Division. As they are concurrent with many
Route 4B marks, it is tempting to conclude that Route 4D succeeded Route 4A (supported
by rarer Route 4C m1rks):
Typ~ Ry9 (Fig. 27). VdV records this mark in red (a rarity) on Porto mail for Nov. 1860
to (or and) Sept. 1861, and much mor,;: extensive use in black from July 1861 (which
l bring forwa d to April) o Jan. 1873 on Porto and Franco mail.
Type Ry9a (Fig. 28). VdV records this much rarer mark (with the larger lettering) in
black on b:>th Franco and Porto m1il from Jun:: 1863 to Nov. 1865. M. Granoux
brings the earliest date to Jan. J 863, and I bring the latest date (on a cover insufficiently
franked JOk.) to Sept. l 867.
Type RylO (Fig. 29). VdV states that RyJO was basically concurrent with Ry9 but that
it is 'not quite as common.' He records it as rare in red as "?1861" for Porto mail
only, and normally in black from May 1861 (which M. Granoux brings forward to
March) to Nov. l 873 for Franco and Porto m1il.
Type RylOa (Fig. 30). VdV lists this as a black 'scarcer variant" of Ry9a from Nov. 1861
to Nov. 1873. .It seems to be much scarcer th:1n the other three Route 4D marks

Route 4D.

Although Ro.utes 4A-D basically conclude this section, there are 2 peculiar usages
to note:Type Ry6 (Fig. 7) associated with Breslau/Gorlitz instead of Breslau/Berlin TPO marks.
VdV notes this usage on two Porto covers, in black O;:t. 1865 and in blue 1866 (I
have a third example, same month and colour as th:: latter), but queried whether the
TPO marks would be correct. I concur with this doubt, as there seems to be no
reason for the line branching south to Garlitz to have any Aus Russland mark at
all, and my cover has the normal P33 framed m1rk (BJRP 39) proving it did pass
through Berlin.
Type RF8 (Fig. 26). Listed by Sempf, and quoted by VdV as being stated to be struck in
black in 1867. Not seen by VdV or mys:!lf and not in the De Clercq monograph
reviewed later in this Journal, but M . Granoux info_rms me of an 1872 strike recently
copied to him by M. De Clercq.

Route 4E.

Route 5. North East German Frontier ( via Bromberg) by Rail
The rail link North East from Berlin to the Russian frontier la~ged some. years behind the equivalent South East link just examined as Route 4. Th'.! Route 5 marks are perhaps a little less common
perhaps because mail from South Russia seems to be commoner. at least in Western Europe. than mail
from other areas of Russia. The Route 5 rail link op:!ned sequentially as f0llows:Eydtkuhnen-Konigsberg
Aug. 1860
Konigsberg-Marienberg-Dirschau-Bromberg
I Aug. 1853
Bromberg-Kreuz
July 1851
Kreuz-Berlin
12 .Oct . .1857
but some of the Route 5 Aus Russland marks seem to be associated with more than one sector of the
Eydtkuhnen/Berlin line. This is further complicated by Germrn town/date/town m1rks of the normal
TPO type occurring before the rail link between the named towns was complete! So we must accept
~ome uncertainties in the following anaylsis.
The first Aus Riissland marks evidently associated with rail sorting on this Route
rather than frontier ·sorting (Route 3 above) were:
Type Ry7a (Fig. 15). VdV records 'several' 1852 covers with Ry7a in black which .is
of course intended only for Franco mail, struck in April in association with an 'OST
BAHN' baekstamp of the Bromberg/Kreuz sector, and in October with Bromberg/
Berlin TPO backstamp. This predates the completion of the Bromberg/Berlin rail link,
as M. De Clercq has a July 1853 cover and I have a Sept. 1853 cover (with 'Vilna

Route SA.
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Par' mark-see BJRP 48 p. 28) with this sam:: TPO backstamping. I have a Dec.
1853 cover (with framed Recomandirt mark-see BJRP 52 p. 6) with Ry7a but the
location is not clear. Thereafter this Aus Russland mark is not recorded until the
red (i.e. Ry7) usage on Route 6C in 1856/60 and the grey-black Route 4B 1872/73
usage already described.
Type Ry6 (Fig. 7). M. Granoux has a Porto cover from Moscow with Ry6 in black and
an 'OSTBAHN' (i.e. Bromberg/Kreuz) TPO mark of May 1852, and another from
St. Petersburg with a Bromberg/Berlin mark of July 1856. This mark was later used
on other TPO's (see Route 6C, then Routes 4B and 4E).
Type Ry3a (Fig. 9). This type in red evidently succeeded Ry7a for Franco mail on Route
5A, M. De Clercq illustrating an Aug. 1855 cover from the Huysmms collection and
quoting 1855 and 1856 for such usage on the Konigsberg/MarirnburgTPO. Italso
succeeded Ry6 for Porto mail on Route 5A, my earliest example being Feb. 1856
and VdV recording for Aug. 1857 to 1860 for this TPO. M. Granoux reports that
the Konigsberg/Bromberg TPO occurs with Ry3a in Jan . 1858 on a Franco cover
and in June 1861 acd Sept. 1863 on Porto covers, overlapping the Jan. 1862/April
1864 Eydtkuhnen/Bromberg TPO marks reported by VdV. Clearly, more needs
to be known about Ry3a before its usage can be exactly defined; M. Granoux for
example has two tantalising examples, one being Franco Sept. 1857 and the other
Porto Oct. 1864, which are without locating TPO marks. Perhaps the only conclusion we may draw is that overlapping usage m-:ikes it most unlikely that Ry3 (Route
8B) was the same handstamp.
Type Ry4 (Fig. 10). VdV records this type, always in red, on Porto m'iil, from May 1858
to Dec. 1865 on the Konigsberg/Bromberg TPO, and also from Aug. 1862 to Dec.
1865 on the Eydtkuhnen/Bromberg TPO, and we may note an observation by M.
De Clercq that, for a restricted period in 1865 the wording is I ! mm. shorter on the
latter TPO than on the (1862/64) examples he has seen on the former TPO. The
overlapping TPO usage form 1862 has been suggested by Mr. Kidd (ref. May '67
section of the VdV article) to be related to the TPO from Bromberg running alternately to Eydtkuhnen and only to Konigsberg. It would seem that Ry4 and Ry3a
were in concurrent use on Porto mail on Route 5A, although Ry4 may have been
introduced later than Ry3a.
Type Ry8a (Fig. 19). This type is known to me on only one cover (Granoux collection)
in black on a Franco Novogrodek cover to France with a Dec. 1857 Konigsberg/
Bromberg TPO mark. It thus seems to have a brief existence as the Franco successor
to Ry3a before being struck in red as Ry8, below.
Type Ry8 (Fig. 19). In red, this mark seems to have succeeded the Ry8a mark for Franco
mail. The earliest example known to me is of Aug. 1858, illustrated by M. De Oercq
from the Van der Linden collection, associated with a Konigsberg/Bromberg TPO
mark. VdV quotes Feb. 1859/Nov. 1864 for this usage, and April 1863/Nov. 1864
for the Eydtkuhnen/Bromberg TPO.
It thus became the Franco partner to the
Ry3a and Ry4 Porto marks.
·
Type Ry7c (Fig. 17). As mentioned under Route 4B, Ry7c was seemingly used in May
1863 in Route 5A. This stems from a single Franco cover advised by M. Granoux,
with Ry7c in .red and a black Eydtkuhnen/Bromberg TPO mark; however, with only
this one red example, misuse of a TPO mark is a possibility, as Ry8 would have been
expected with this TPO.
Type RF7a (Fig. 8); RF7 irl. black is listed under Route 3C above; RF7a, the same but
in red, occurs on another unique cover advised by M. Granoux, from Moscow to
Paris, with a black Konigsberg/Bromberg Mlµch 1864 TPO backstamp. The routing
seems normal, but the use of RF7a surprising-perhaps it was a frontier mark not
a TPO mark? The cover has no franco or porto indications.
Route 5B. It will be recalled that Route 4D represented a centralised Aus Russland marking
system from 1860 for the Bureau V TPO's based on Breslau. Route 5B represents a similar
system for the Bureau XI TPO's based on Bromberg, introduced a little later and reflecting
Polish v Russian sources. It seems that all Route SA marks disappeared in favour of Route
SB marks by the end of 1865.
Page 10
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Type Ryll (Figs. 31 and 32).' VdV records these marks on Franco and Porto mail from
March 1865 to Nov. 1873 (i.e. the end of the 'Aus Russland' period), in red, with an
1866 strike in magenta and an occassional 1873 strike in black.
Type Ry12 (Fig. 33). These 'Aus Polen' marks in red, separately inscribed for Franco

Type

and. Porto mail, were recorded by VdV from April 1863 to March 1865 (which M.
Granoux extends for both types to April 1865). He ascribes their withdrawal to
the political events in Poland, and to the come:iuential loss of distin;tion between
Russian and Polish mail in the German TPO system (although, as VdV explains, not
in the frontier office markings).
Ry13 (Figs. 34 and 35). VdV ascribes this type to the suppression of Ryl2, and
records it from Jan. 1866 (M. De Clercq quotes 1865 for the Porto type) to Jan. 1873,
in red, normally on mail from Poland but sometim:;s on mail from Russi.a. The
Russian mail with Ry13 seems to be from Southern Russia, and therefore probably
travelled via Poland (e.g. Sc;pt./Oct. 1866 for mail from Odessa, Sept. 1868 from
Mariupol, Nov. 1869 from Zhitomir)-:;uch examples leading VdV to argue that
Ryl2 and 13 (and possibly also Ryl 1) were applied west rather than east of Bromberg.
Also, like Ryl 1 and Ry12, on Franco and Porto mail.

Route 6 Via North German Ports
Russian mail entering Germany by sea was normally not specially marked in transit and the only
evidence, apart from the occasional TPO mark, is the sender's routing imtruction (usually abo. e tne
address) which one tends to presume was obeyed. The lack of transit marks for the transportation by
sea is enticing, as is the lack of marks indicating extra paym::nt-p~rhaps sealed bags were employed, or
perhaps there was instant settlement with the ship captain, but one wonders how the extra money would
be obtained (franco mail) or later recovered (porto mail) since there were no special markings to indicate
mch charges. It is hardly likely that travel by sea was at the s<:1me rate as travel overland. This is a
field for further study.
Route 6A: Stettin. I know of 1852 and 1853 covers marked via Stettin, and the VdV example
of Ry7 is so marked in 1860.
Route 6B: Lubeck. Lubeck and St. Petersburg were connected by the Pyroscaphe service in the
1830's, and VdV reproduces the 1839 timetable based on three ships, the Naslednik, the
Alexandria, and the Nicolay 1. I know of covers from 1832 (probable) and 1838 (certain:
ref. VdV comments on VdV Bl) to 1858 (ref. VdV comments on VdV Ry3) endorsed 'via
Lubeck' in one way or another, and the Sept. 1859 cover of Dr. Wortman with Ry6a and a
Coslin/Berlin TPO mark is likely to also have travelled via Lubeck.
Route 6C: Coslin/Stettin/Berlin TPO. This rail link was not directly related to overland
routes for mail from Russia, and did not handle mail travelling via Konigsberg. It was,
however, employed for Russian mail entering Germ:my at th~ North::rn p:Jrts ofStettin and
Lubeck, and used some Aus Russland marks:
Type Ry6a (Fig. 7). This is an elusive red mark, VdV recording a single example from
Dr. Wortman's collection (see Route 6B above) in Sept. 1859. M. Granoux and
I can add three further examples; the earliest is June 1856 with a Stettin/Berlin TPO
mark, and the other two are Juqe and Sept. 1859, both (as Dr. Wortman's) with a
Coslin/Berlin TPO mark. All covers are marked, or are by inference, Porto. Note:
Ry6a was apparantly originally Ry6 for Route 5A, and later returned to being Ry6
for Routes 4B and 4E, but Ry6 is never red.
Type Ry7 (Fig. 15). Also in red, and also elusive, VdV recording a single June
1860 example with a CosHn/Berlin TPO mark, and inscribed 'via Stettin.' M. Granoux adds the only other example known to me, a Moscow cover with an Aug. 1856
Stettin/Berlin TPO mark. These are both Franco covers, so Ry7 and Ry6a were
seemingly used for Franco and Porto mail respectively, and apparantly con::urrently.
Note: Ry7 was also a red usage of a type used elsewh:m:, apparantly originally Ry7a
on Route 5A and later Ry7a for Route 4B (much as Ry6a, in fact) but Ry7a is never
red. Note: In Part XIV (the check list) of the VdV article this Coslin route was
misprinted as a Coeln route-a potentially confusing error.
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Ry7c (Fig. 17). M. De Clercq in his monograph illustrates a Sept. 1857 cover with
a red strike of Ry7c, and records this. usage for 1857/1860 associated with Costin/
Berlin TPO marks-it is not recorded by VdV nor is it in the collections of M. Granoux or myself. The reason for Ry7c apparantly being used concurrently with Ry7
for Franco mail on this TPO is not obvious, particularly as the quantity of mail
involved seems to have been limited. Note: Ry7c was used in 1853 and again in
1860/1872 on Route 4B, but never in red; there is also the single 1863 red example
apparantly on Route 5A.
Final comment on Route 6C: one might presume that the Stottin/Berlin route continued after
Route 5B introduced the universal Post Bureau XI marks in 1865, although no clear examples are known
to me. The nearest approach is a Sept. 1865 strike of Ryl 1 (Franco) on a cover illustrated by M. De
Clercq which has the barb-framed Recomandirt strike which, as I indicated in my registration article
in BJRP 52, p. 6, might possibly have been applied in Stettin.
Route 6D: Hamburg. Covers can be found from early days (I hav~ th-em from 1815) carrying
instructions for transit via Hamburg, and later they show Hambarg transit marks; as M. De
Clercq mentions in his monograph relative to Route 6C, mail for the Low Countries and
G.B. can be found with Berlin/Hamburg TPO marks. Ho·N.::vc:r, thos~ Hamburg references
are all relevant to exit from Germany, not to entry at Hamb~1rg from Russia, so are outside
the scope of this article.
Nevertheless, I would mention that the sloping 'P.' in oval is a Hamb:irg 'p1y~• mark and
is therefore to be expected en Franco, not Porto, c0vers (I r~c:1.ll b:!ing c::mfus~d by this
mark some years ago, until Dr. Wortman explained this interpr.::tation!).
Route 6E: Bremen. This. like Route 6D, refers to exit n0t entranc: routing. I include it merely
so as to explain that the Feb. 1856 Ry3a mark mentiomd for Route 5A occurs on an envelope
(not a folded entire) from St. Petersburg which was transit marked at Aachen, the bagging
post (as VdV has advised me) for Prussian clos:d mail to USA by pack>!t, whence it travelled
to Bremen (obeying the inscription 'porto via Bremen' which is not in the hand of
the addressee, but was probably added when postage was arrang>!d with th-:: counter clerk)
and New York ('Am. Packet') to Baltimore.

Route 7: "The Berlin Period." This is the expressive title under which VdV (following Kidd) collects
various marks which were all probably appliecl. in Berlin (which like oth'!r European capitals such as
London, Paris and Vienna, was the centre of a radial p::>stal system).
Type Bl (Figs. 44-46). VdV admits that the 'R' marks are something of a mystery. He cites
two Sempf versions:-11 ½x 10½ mm (1826/1867) associated with Tilsit and Memel (Fig. 44: Bia).
-11 x 11 mm (1836/1867) associated with Eydtkuhnen (Fig. 45: Bibi.
and identifies a third-8 x 10 mm (1838) associated with the Pyroscaphe sea route (see
Route 6B above) and Berlin but this was a misdescription and is in fact Bib; he then
indicates his preference for locating all these marks at Berlin. Denis Vandervelde
has, however, subsequently supplied a copy of an April 1862 Porto cover from St.
Petersburg via Berlin to Paris with a different 'R' which I designate Blc (see Fig. 46).
They are always struck in black and occur on Franco and Porto mail (although
the VdV checklist misprints this as Franco only). I support the Berlin theory in
that those additional items which have since come to light all fit, so I wonder whether
the 'R' marks might be inspectors marks-this would be consistent with their rare
sporadic appearances over some 40 years.
Type PFl (Fig. 43). This is an Aus Polen, not an Aus Russland mark, but is included
here because VdV ascribes it to 'Thom or Berlin' for April 1839 to Aug. 1843 and to
'Berlin' for 1846 to Nov. 1850. M. Granoux advises a March 1845 example with
a Berlin mark, and one of the examples illustrated by M. De Clercq in his monograph is associated with 'C.R.P.F.' which he also ascribes to Berlin. Always in
black on Franco mail.
Type B2 (Fig. 13). This black 'Franco' type is recorded by VdV from 1840 (Feb. in text,
Aug. in checklist) to March 1843, and is far from common; it is the first mark to be
inscribed 'Aus Russland' (unless the earlier Sempf date for RF3.. of Route 3B is confirmed). VdV states that it is always associated with a Berlin backstamp except for
Aug. 1840, for which he notes a cover in Dr. Wortman's collection (which corresPage 12
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ponds even to date wi'th a second in mine) inscribed for routing via Warsaw, backstamped Strzalkowo without Berlin backstamp, destined to Paris. I support the
Berlin theory for locating B2, rather than a theory for a frontier station such as Strzalkowo.
Type B3 (Fig. 14). Another black 'Franco.:' type, seemingly the direct successor to B2the earliest earliest dates VdVrecords are June 1844(collection A. Droar) and June
1845, with "otherwi&e all the many copies seen by " VdV being in the period Feb.
1848/Feb. 1851 (which M. Granoux extends to July 1851) although he also notes
1847/51 as the Sempf dates, and one very late example in blue of Jan. 1870 (M. Granoux has a similar strike of Feb. 1869). To the examples outside the 1848/51 period
we can add my Feb. 1853 strike on a 'Vilna Par' cover (BJRP 48, p.27), but Berlin
is nevertheless the most likely location for B3.
Type B5 (Fig. 2). VdV dates this strange black type (which can either be clearly without
any traces of 'FRANCO' or be struck so close to the edge that the 'FRANCO' even
if present in the stamp would be off the edge) to Dec. 1843/Aug. 1846 and then June
1848/Sept. 1849. The only example outside the periods known to me is one dated
March 1850 advised by M. Granoux. Covers all evidently Porto.
Type B4 (Fig. 1). Virtually concurrent with B5 is the other strange Porto Berlin mark
B4. VdV recorded only three examples, being March and May 1849 in black and a
late solitary Aug. 1860 strike in blue. M. Granoux and I can add six further examples,
all black in the period May 1844/Nov. 1849. VdV considers B4 to be a maltreated
version of B2, or obtained by attempting to obscure 'FRANCO' during application;
on close examination one can always detect traces of that word.
It is not certain that B4 and B5 are truly separate marks, but their derivation from
B2, in view of their all being subsequent to known B2 marks, seems clear; they appear
to be Porto marks concurrent with B3 for Franco mail.
Route 8.
West of Berlin
"Route 8A. VdV describes, in Part X (Feb. 1967) of his article, the: range of Netherland transit
marks which are additional to German or other marks-they are not unique to Russian
mail and I therefore refer readers to the VdV article for details. The commonest is the
usually poorly struck red framed two-line mark (VdV Type NI) inscribed "Duitsch-Grensk:/
te Arnhem" in cursive script.
Route 8B. Although Russian mail to the West normally passed through Berlin (see Route 7
introductory remarks), mail entering at Lubeck (Route 6B) could travel from the early 1850's
by the direct Lubeck/Luneberg/Celle/Hanover/Minden/Dortm'lnd Jin~ to Deutz (across the
the Rhine from Cologne) and thereby bypass Berlin. The following items are known which
seem to fit this concept:Type CV5 (Fig. 12): In black, VdV notes 1853 usage associated with Minden/Deutz TPO
marking on Porto mail. For CV5 in red see Route 8C below.
Type Ry3 (Fig•. 9). In black, VdV notes July 1856/Aug. 1858 usage (which M. Granoux
extends to May 1859) associated with Minden/Deutz TPO marking on Franco and
on Porto mail, and mentiom that they often carry Lub~;k steamer manuscript
endorsements. Due to overlapping periods of use, Ry3a (Route 5A) must be a
sepl!rate mark to Ry3. For latei; Ry3 usage see Route 8C below.
Route 8C. As a 'long stop' to catch m'l.il which had for any rea5Jn es;ap~d mirking further East,
the Cologne/Verviers TPO s::ctor (linking the Germm rail system to Ostend from 1843)
had a special role to play, being provided with th:: mJst W~3terly 'Aus Russland' marks:Type CV5 (Fig. 12). In various shades of vermillion/red (often accompanying the distinctive 'caps and lower case' Coeln/Verviers 3-line TPO datestamp) from Aug. 1853
to Jan. 1865, this is one of the commoner 'Aus Russland' marks and occurs on both
Franco and Porto mail. lt can very occasionally be found on a cover already carrying an earlier 'Aus Russland' mark, and occurs in Aug. 1864 in magenta. For earlier
use see Route 8B above.
Type Ry3 (Fig. 9). M. De Clercq illustrates a black Nov. 1863 example of Ry3 on a Franco
cover from St. Petersburg to Paris; the only TPO mark is Coeln/Verviers, so Ry3
may have finished life on Route 8C, like CV5, wherever it started (see Route 8B).
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Route 9. 'Aus Polen' Marks
In addition to the many 'Aus Russland' marks employed in Germany to indicate accountancy
appropriate to a Russian origin, there were various 'Aus Polen' marks for Polish origin-those 'Aus
Polen' marks (PFl, PF7 and Ry12) which were applied in locations where 'Aus Russland' marks were
also applied have already been mentioned.
VdV records eight further types of 'Aus Polen' mark (PF2-6, 8-10) and I leave readers to the
VdV article for details. I would merely note that M. Granoux extends the PF3 period to Nov. 1872
with a framed 'Thorn Bahnhof' mark (VdV: 1865/71) and M. De Clercq extends the PF6 period to 1860
(VdV: 1851).
CONCLUSIONS
It is hoped that this survey of transit marks occurring on Russian covers travelling through Germany will enliven the interest of members in the total analysis of the marks on their own covers, and
thereby bring forth further data to extend the information on dates of use and lor:cit.ions. The editor
will welcome contributions on this subject.

PRE-ADHESIVE CANCELLATIONS
Data from W. Frauenlob and H. von Hofmann

In BJRP 52 the Simbirsk flueron type was described and illustrated. M. Frauenlob has since
sent us a copy of the Saratov flueron type-of especial interest because it is yet another town and it also
has the double outer circle. It occurs on an official cover to a ministry .. "department of military settle
ments." (Fig. 1 on p 2 of central illustrations).
Herr von Hofmann has supplied via our treasurer, Robin Joseph, a copy of the Kavkazsk fleuron
type (Fig. 2, p 2 of central illustrations) struck on the reverse of a 10 kop postal stationery envelope;
like the Saratov mark it has the double outer circle.
Mr. Frauenlob has also sent us a copy of a red strike of the very elusive "Druzgenniki," on an
1855 postal stationery envelope with red ink date; the mark is listed in the Rachmanov article in Rossica
No. 51 as known 'red, date in manuscript, violet' on Russia No. 1 but is not in BJRP 33 Fobs and Adler
list. In the 1912/13 railway timetable the village of "Druskeniki" has a population of 2,746, being 17v
from its railway station (first station-30v-from Grodno en route for Vilna). Mr. Frauenlob cites the
Brockhaus dictionary for the 1921 population being only 1,000 and the industry being 'mineral sources.'

THE VILNA "PAR" MARKS
Data from N. Jakimovs

Further to the notes on these marks in BJRP's 48 and 49, Mr. Jakimovs (Riga) advises that he
has many letters with these marks, and has seen many others-they occur throughout the period 1845
to 1860---and "Par" is an abbreviation for "Partikularnaya" which means 'Private' (i.e. not 'Official').
Occasionally a mistake was made, and the mark was applied to 'Official mail,' but that is comparatively
rare.
(It is hoped that we will be including a more comprehensive article by Mr. Jakimovs on this and
allied marks in a future BJRP.-Ed.).
Page 14
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ODESSA TRANSIT MARKS ON MAIL FROM SEA OF AZOV PORTS
TO THE WEST
Data from C. Griffiths

In the Conway/Baillie article on this topic in BJRP 52, the only Mariupol cover in 'period 4'
(11/1856-8/1873) travelled abnormally in 1868 via the German 'Bureau Xl" TPO based on the northerly
Bromberg route not southerly Breslau route.
Mr. Griffiths has shown me a copy of another Mariupol 1868 cover and it also travelled
via 'Bureau XI' (although to France not Italy). July/Aug. 1868 is thus the known period for travelling
further north than usual.
(Mr. Conway and l had covers to June 1866 (early July 1866 directly from Odessa in my collection) and from late Oct. 1868 travelling via Odessa and Austria; Perhaps the brief Austro/Prussian war
ending Aug. 1866 influenced transit routes until late 1868. Can any readers help for this period ?-Ed.).

REGISTERED MAIL-ADDENDUM 1
Data from W. Frauenlob, D. W. Levandowsky, 0. Moyes, Col. A. Prado and N. Warr
Edited by I. L. G. Baillie

We are grateful to these members for the following information to extend our understanding of
this area of Russian philately since the BJRP 52 notes in 17 groups and Figures 1-28; Figures 29-54 are
on page 3 of the central illustrations of this number.
Early registration: Mr. Levandowsky reports (a) 5 March 1872 St. Petersburg cover with three
wax seals on the back '(almost like a money letter'), manuscript 'Zakaznoe' but no registration number;
(b) a Narva, St. Petersburg Gub., 1889 cover with dotted R in circle and handwritten 'No. 32' to Germany, and (c) a Warsaw 31 Dec. 1890 wrapper well blessed with manuscript 'Recomandirt' and 'Zakaznoe,' dotted R in circle and handwritten '832.' Mr. Warr reports a Tsoumi, Khark. Gub. registered
cover of 1895 with dotted R in circle and a manuscript number at top left again without a registration
label. For an interesting theory about dotted R in circle marks see 'Volostnoi Pravlenii' article by Dr.
Wortman later in this Journal.
Group 3. Mr. Moyes has another example of the Fig. 2 framed 'ZAKAZNOE' mark from St.
Petersburg, applied evidently at the same time as ·an SPB. EKSPED.PR.INOSTR.KORR. serial 3 despatch mark, 12 May 1879 to Bradford, U.K. via London. There are two examples in M. De Clercq's
monograph on the 'Aus Russland' marks and Mr. Levandowsky also reports not only the Fig. 2 type
but also others in the 1880's and 1890's, some with square frames and some unframed plus a framed Revel
mark "EINSCHREIBEN/ZAKAZNOE" in two lines.
Group 4. Mr. Warr extends the Fig. 4 and 5 marks (1884 and 1889) to the red modified 1894
type shown in Fig. 29 on page 3 of central illustrations. Mr. Levandowsky also has a cover confirming
that Fig. 5 was still in use in 1891.
Mr. Warr has a 1902 label with red 'R' and lines, rest black, shown in Fig. 30 which (showing
numeral agreement) is associated with a 9 Gor.Otd. cancellation and is a successor to the 1881 Fig. 3
label. He cites several 'R' labels from St. Petersburg around 1905/08 with manuscript or handstamp
numbers agreeing with canceller numbers, whereas Fig. 31 has 'f' which is not in agreement with the
'l' code letter in the "1 Eksp" cancellation.
Group 6. The 'Pochtovaya Marka' cards already illustrated in BJRP's 31 and 41 have the 25k
red stamps, not (as slipped through in BJRP 52) a 15k stamp, the former being used for postal advice
and the latter for telegraphic advice-both in Taganrog in 1907. Col. Prado advises a May 1904 card
with the 15k stamp, sending 15R from Warsaw (IV GOR.POCH.KON. at foot of bridge type canceller,
agreeing with Fig. 42, the rubber stamp on the card) to Ungeni, Bessarabia, with postal advice; Mr.
BRIDSH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 52
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Frauenlob advises a Feb. 1913 card with the 25k stamp (plus extra adhesives) sending 400R from Warsaw
(II Ekspeditsiya No. 1 double circle obliterators but also separate X7V double circle mark agreeing with
Fig. 45, the label on the card) to Zhelekhov, S1edlits, with 'TELEGRAF' printed after 'PEREVOD PO.
These two Warsaw cards also carry abnormally designed "Warsaw/for transit" marks, Figs. 35 and 36
respectively, and Col. Prado also has a Jan. 1898 normal MTO form carrying a strike of Fig. 35, also
on date of despatch, and the Fig. 43 label (frame blue: rest black).
Introduction of Registration labels. The 1881 Fig. 3 label is still the earliest Russian label known
to us, and Mr. Levandowsky offers the thought that St. Petersburg (perhaps only the Town Post) may
have led the field. He has recently obtained the first two complete years (1896-7) and six of the 1899
issues of the Russian monthly magazine 'Marki," the official organ (published in Kiev) of the Moscow
Society of Stamp Collectors. The following short note appears in the 15 Feb. 1899 number:"Starting from 1 Jan. 1899, there are small adhesive labels on registered correspondence which
indicate in print the name of the Post Office and the sequential number under which the item is registered, as per example (see Fig. 33). In foreign countries such a system has been in existence for a long
time."
This fascinating contemporary record gives us a positive date for the regular national use of these
labels without 'R' or '3,' and I have seen a black and white illustration of a 13.111.1899 Moscow 1 Ekspeditsiya registered cover to St. Bukhara, with a straight line 'Zakaznoe' handstamp and a perforated
"Moskva/Pochtamt/695.L" label, 33mm across x 21mm high (hand stamped with capital 'E' 8mm high)
which confirms early usage of this type.
Another example of this first type of national labels known to me is an imperforate type (Fig. 34)
with frame, number and inscription in black; the format is vertical (32 x 29mm approx.), inscribed "Varshava/Tsentralnaya/PochtovayaKontora/825," used on Warsaw code 3 eds fractional date 19.X.1899
cover to Dresden, with dotted R in circle.
Group 7. Mr. Warr gives details of four more early 20th century Moscow labels in two of which
the numbers agree:
1903 '3' label ('3' and lines in red) No. 197/MOSKVA/7-e GOROD L.B. (black) with
Vl 1 Gor.Poch.Otd. cancellation (Fig. 45).
1915 'R' (at right) label Moscou/No. (red) 760 (black) handstamped 'zh.12' with Moscow
12 No. 2 cancellation.
In the other two there is no agreement:
1901 '3' label ('3' and lines in red) No. 389/MOSKVA/POCHTAMT L.D. (black) with
1 Eksp. cancellation (Fig. 46).
1918 'R' (at right) label, Moscou/No. (red) 971 (black) with manuscript 'V' and Moscow 1
Eksped. No. 4 cancellation.
Thus the pattern is emerging that labels associated with Ekspeditsya cancellations show no agreement, but labels associated with Gorod or Otdiel cancellations do, at least for St. Petersburg, Moscow
and Odessa.
Mr. Moyes reports a 1907 Riga 'LIT.B' label with 'R' in red and the rest in black, with a violet
underlined 'ZAKAZNOE' handstamp, associated with a Riga serial 'a' cancellation (to Leipzig).
Mr. Frauenlob has let me see a very fine 1910 Riga Tsentr. label with '3' and lines in green and
the rest in black (manuscript 'a': Fig. 47), also with a violet underlined 'ZAKAZNOE' handstamp associated with a Riga serial 'g' cancellation (to Kalvariya, Sulvalki Gub.). This cover is inscribed 'Nalozennyi Platezh sto semdecyat shest rublei 80 kop,' (i.e. C.O.D. 176 rubies 80 kop) and carries a black
on lilac imperf framed 'Nalozhennyi/Platezh' label (Fig. 48); it was sent to a Mr. I. M. Romanov but
redirected back to Riga, with appropriate manuscript endorsement, signature and rubber handstamp
of the postal official redirecting the envelope. On the back there is a pencil sum in which 0.77, 1.67, 0.14
and 1.10 seem to be added to become 3R 68k, the postal rate actually charged.
Group 8. Mr. Moyes has another 1904 '3' label cover addressed abroad (from Troitsk, Orenburg
Gub. to Germany) which, like that in BJRP 52, has no 'R' label on top; his has a dotted R in circle, and
he queries whether the addition of 'R' labels was not introduced until later. He also reports a 1907
Rostov na Donu/Pocht.Kont./Obl.Voisk.Donsk (black, rest in red) '3' label on a cover to Germany
which also had no 'R' label on top.
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Group 9. Ref. Fig. 8 (on illustrations page 3) and similarly Fig. to (on page 11), both of BJRP
52; Col. Prado reports another C.O.D. parcel receipt form of the Fig. 10 type with manuscript 'G' in
reddish purple, the label otherwise in blue, in April 1905 with 5 Eksped. depatch obliterator. In Dec.
1909, Novaya-Chartoriya in Volhnyia Gub. was using a blue-framed perforated label with the number
and town in black, but no "R' or '3' (Fig. 40) for Col. Prado has copied a commercial cover
addressed to London U.K., which received a 'London F.S.' label-this cover wa, marked externally
as containing 19R (50 francs).
Group 12. Mr. Warr has advised a Cherkassy, Kiev, 28 May 1916 cover to Copenhagen with the
Fig. 51 label (R.in red, rest in black) which pre-dates the Fig. 26 mark; he also advises the Fig. 54 label
on a 31 Jan. 1917 cover to Copenhagen, unusual because the despatch office name is inserted by hand.
Group 13. Mr. Moyes reports Fig. 17 on a Petrograd cover (to Kent, U.K.) on which the can<:ellation is code number 38, serial 'g' and the label has manuscript '38' and 'g' in violet crayon-this
is the first agreement between number and letter we have observed.
Col. Prado advise:, a 21.1.25 cover from Leningrad to Dresden which has a red Petrograd label,
much as Fig 17 of BJRP 52, but in violet overstamped 'Leningrad' (Fig. 32) over bar used to obliterate
•Petrograd'; the double circle Leningrad mark is code 'L 2 L,' and the 'R' label has a manuscript '2.'
{Similar provisional label was used on a 23 April 1925 cover to Berlin. A pencil manuscript 'CH' added
to the label. The cancellation used is a Leningrad I Eskp. code I. .. collection of K. Crabtree).
Group 14. Mr. Warr reports a 1915 normal type Odessa 'R' label with a violet 'V' handstamp
associated with a 'star/111/b' double cirde cancellation (Group 8 in BJRP 33) but one wonders whether
the 'b' is actually a badly struck 'v.'
He also reports three further examples similar to the Kharkov mark. Fig. 18 of BJRP 52; two are
in black, 1916-'Baku/Poch.Tel.Kontora' (Fig. 49) and 'Voronezh/P.T.Kontora (Fig. 50)-but the third
is surprisingly just pre-war, being 'Rostov Don/Pocht.Kontora 'in red (Fig. 52) da.ted 16.7.1914. The
theory that this type postdated the use of all stocks of labels is thus exploded. Col. Prado has an 11 .3.15
example of this Rostov mark in red (Fig. 53) code mark B not A. K. Crabtree has one for 20.2.16 code
mark E. Yet another mark of this type, this time from Archangelsk is illustrated in BJRP 36 and was
<lated July and Sept. 1919.
Mr. Warr reports yet another variation of the spelling of Kharkov. This being a normal 'R' label
inscribed 'No. 911/Charikov 3 gorod/Charikovskoj gub.' (evidently in German) in 1916 (Fig. 44).
Our thanks to Mr. Warr for locating Antoniny (Fig. 10) in 'Atlas Avtomobiln x Dorog SSSR'
{Moscow 1968) on map 40. It is about a third of the way N.W. of Xhmelnitskii to Rovno, and lies at
the intersection of two minor roads (W from Starokonstantinov to Belogorodka; S from lzyaslav to
Chernyi Ostrov, which is just NW of Xhmelnitskii). And our commisserations to Mr. Warr and Mr.
Moyes who have searched unavailingly for Pretorija (Fig. 12).
Group 17. Col. Prado advises a 1922 St. Petersburg to Bridport, Con, U.S.A. inscribed 'ZAKAZNOE' by sender against which Fig. 37 was handstamped in green but no separate registration label
was applied. He also advises 1933 and 1938 Leningrad covers where the number incorporated in the
'R' type registration violet-rubber handstamp ('65') or on the 'R' type imperforate red label ('22') in
• manuscript, agrees with the number at the foot of the Leningrad obliterator (Figs. 38 and 39). K.
-Crabtree can add similar Leningrad 'R' label with manuscript 35 matching canceller in January 1934.
Also a 'R' type 'Moscou 69' label and Moscow 69 cancellation of 11.3.34 and a black handstamp 'fvfoscou
25' (similar to Fig. 25) with a Moscow 25 cancellation of 10.6.36. These confirm the pattern which
emerged earlier.

~
7 kop. ARMS TYPE: 1875 ISSUE
Data from Lt. Col. A. Prado

Col. Prado writes to advise that Dr. N. Engelhardt, in several pre-war Rossica Journals, presented
a small study of four types of eagle, but not the 7 kop. value in particular. Col. Prado is studying this
aspect of this stamp and any interested member is asked to write to him at Caixa Postal 1022, 13100Campinas-S.P., Brasil.
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'VOLOSTOI PRAVLENII: VILLAGE CANCELLATIONS
. Dr. A. H. Wortman

(This is the third and final part of the Village Cancellations series-see BJRP 49 p. 20 and 51, p.5).
Neglect of the Volost Posts is due to the collector's obsession with adhesive stamps. He is not
interested if there are no stuck-on stamps and, unlike the Zemstvos, the Volost Posts did not have any.
Zemstvo stamps, and to some extent the Zemstvo Postal System too, have been studied for a hundred
years now but very little has appeared in the literature about the Volost Posts. The only references
in our own BJRP are in No. 9, 1952, and Oleg Faberge's articles in BJRP No. 50. Rossica had an illustration in No. 61 and some information included in a translation by Mr. C P. Bulak of some Zemstvo
regulations from Schmidt and Faberge's famous work and another translation by Mr. Kurt Adler from
·the official Postal Guide of 1916. The writer is greatly indebted to these two well-known and expert
There was also an article in 1974 in Filateliya SSSR giving
philatelists for the information provided.
some details of the Volost Post in Minsk Government, kindly translated by our own expert Mr . .Boris
P.ritt, and some important details in an article by D. Kuznetsov in Sovietskii Kollektsioner No. 13, 1975.
Full references will be given later.
When the Zemstvo Posts were being set up, Imperial Russia was divided into Gubernii or Governments which were something like U.K. counties but much larger, each Guberniya was divided into Uyezdi
or Districts, and each Uyezd was in turn divided into Volosti which were Parishes or Rural Districts.
In the border regions of the Caucasus and Turkestan, and in Siberia, there were Oblasts or Regions as
well; within these regions, whether Gubernii or Oblasti, there were the Uyezdi and their subdivisions,
the Volosti.
The origin of the Zemstvo is fairly well-known but will bear recapitulation here. On 21 F~bruary
1613 a Zemski Sobor or Assembly of Deputies met in Moscow and proclaimed Michael · Romanov as
Tsar. Local Zemstvos were formed elsewhere and they gradually took on various activities until at the
time of the accession of Alexander I and the many reforms which followed the end of the Crimean War,
including the emanicipation of the serfs, the functions of the Zemstvo included the administration of the
local roads, schools, hospitals, and charities. · By 1865 a score of Zemstvos had organised their own
local post; this was the beginning of the extensive Zemstvo Postal System. It was the emancipation
of the serfs in 1861 which led to the formation of local parish councils or Volosti to look after their interests.
As is well-known to us, the Imperial Postal Service extended only as far as a town on a railway
or at the end of a postal route by road. The Zemstvo postal service was organised to deal with the conveyance of mail beyond these towns but even that service was limited and the Volost Adminstration saw
to the delivery and collection of mail in the remote;t hamlets and villages. Like the Zemstvo post
offices, the Volost post offices sold Imperial and Zemstvo·stamps; they accepted various kinds of mail
for forwarding to their own Zemstvo post office, and arranged for the delivery within the Volost of mail
received by their Zemstvo town from the nearest Imperial post office (Ref. I). We must not assume,
however, that the Volost post office sold every denomination of the Imperial postage stamps, they most
certainly did not but it seems likely that that they did sell every stamp issued by their Zemstvo post office.
Even the Zemstvo post office did not sell every one of the current Imperial stamps, neither for that matter
did the smaller Imperial post offices. Here is another field for research: which stamps were sold by the
various post offices?
The Volost Post was already functioning for some years before 1894 when Decree No. 150 of the
Ministry of the Interior gave a temporary set of rules for their guidance (Ref. 2). This gave authority
for the secretary of the Volost Administration to take on the duties of manager of the posts under the
title of POCHTAR and authorised the reception and despatch of ordinary and registered correspondence and the sale of postage stamps. It is interesting to note that, as in the early days of stamps in
Britain, these were called "labels." By this time the Imperial Post Office had considerable experience of
dealing with the Zemstvo posts to guide them and, as with the Zemstvo posts, they were relieved to have
the task of local delivery taken out of their hands and-it would cost them nothing. It would in any
case have been impossible for them to exercise proper control over many thousands of little local offices
from a Central Authority, so they willingly let the local Volosti c"o the job. This was devolution with
benefit all round.
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The temporary rules for the guidance of Volost post offices were confirmed by a Decree of 24
January 1900. In addition there were regulations about the postmarking of correspondence. The
Volost post office was to be provided with a date stamp, a large and a small seal for insured correspondence, and postage due handstamps. There were to be "rubber" stamps for registered correspondence,
but no registration labels. , Could these "rubber" stamps be the ones which produced the "R" in dotted
circle? (see BJRP 52 illustrations p.3.-Ed.). We have always assumed that this mark was produced
by a metal handstamp. In spite of this Decree, we know from various missives that registration labels
were issued soon afterwards.
It was not to be expected that all the little local offices would perform their duties efficiently, and
in fact many could not. If the local people were not satisfied, they petitioned the Central Administration of the Posts for an Imperial Post Office instead, and in many cases the State had to take over;
there were, however, many Volost post offices still functioning in 1916 and 1917 as we know from material
in our possession, mainly covers and postcards (from prisoners of war in remote camps) which were
forwarded by the Volost post offices, some by registered post.
An interesting passage in the Filateliya SSSR article says that in January 1904 a Selo (usually a
village with a church) could have one of the following four kinds of post offices, either Imperial, Zemstvo,
Volost or Railway Station. This of course, would depend upon its situation.
Schmidt and Faberge give the categories of mail which could be accepted for delivery by the Volost
post office (Ref. 3). These are named as "only private fully franked letters, postcards, postal wrappers,
notifications and periodicals." For the delivery of this mail the Volost Administration had the right
to collect the following foes from the addressees:
(a) Not more than 3 kopeks for each letter or postcard
(b) Not more than 1 kopek for each postal wrapper.
(c) Not more than 60 kopeks per annum or 5 kopeks per month for periodicals.
We know that they had no postage stamps of their own, so these fees must have been collected either in
cash or by using Zcmstvo stamps as postage dues. All Zemstvo stamps affixed to mail coming in from
the Imperial Post were, in fact, postage due stamps, although only two Zemstvos (as far as I can recall)
thought it necessary to have special stamps indicating thi~. Kolomna in 1888 introduced an overprint
on its current stamp reading DOLGOV A YA for 'due' and included this word in a new stamp design
the following year. Bogorodsk introduced stamps with this word in 1892.
Although they had no postage stamps, at least one Volost had a seal for official mail (Fig. 1 on
p. 4 of central illustrations). This was Anisimov in the Cherdyn District of Perm Government, and was
illustrated in Rossica No. 61 having been submitted by Mr. Jaques Possell (Ref. 4). Seals like this do
exist for Zemstvos, in fact in some cases they seem to have been their first stamps. Atkarsk's No. 1
in the catalogues with no inscription or figure of value may have been one of these and also Maloarkhangelsk No. I, which was a handstamped production and had no mention of "post" or "stamp" and
no denomination. It seems fairly certain that Zemstvo seals were "free franks" for official correspondence and no doubt the Volosts had the same need.
After 1900 the Imperial Administration provided the Volosts with handstamps similar in style
to those issued to the Imperial post offices but before that date they had their own hand stamps for cancellations and also used pen cancellation. A very early handstamp which the writer remembers seeing
in the late Dr. Leonid Snegireff's collection, was illustrated in BJRP No. 9 for a magnificent pioneer
article by him on Insured Correspondence (Ref 5). It is of the seal type with white lettering on a black
background its shape is rectangular with chamfered corners and it reads "Pechat Baikolovsk Volostnavo
Pravleniya" or "Seal of the Baikolov Rural Administration"; it cancels two Zemstvo stamps of Irbit
in 1885. This cover shows that a Volost post office was functioning very early; it also demonstrates that
even at that early date they undertook all "postal operations" including insurance and, working with
their Zemstvos headquarters, had the right to cancel their stamps.
In Figure 2, which is reproduced from Kuznetsov's article in Sovietskii Kollektsioner No. 13, 1975,
we see further examples of early Volost cancellations, a pen cancellation of Kochevo, straight-line handstamps of Ust Zula and Yurla and a double oval type of Yurla with the date 22 Aug. 1898. It will be
seen by comparing the size of the Cherdyn stamps in the illustration with originals that the whole has
been a little reduced in size. Fig. 29 in BJRP 50 gives another example of this oval cancellation in the
correct size, and Figs. 5 to 11 in BJRP 50 are further examples of Volost straight line cancellations.
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The earliest cancellation of the Imperial type seen so far (Fig. 3) is illustrated from a pair and a
single of the 7k loose stamps. It reads Dmitrievskoe Akmol. Ob Volost Pravl. with cross date 25.11.1903.
A similar cancellation reading Amurskozeiskoe Amur. Ob. Volostn. Pravl. with cross date 17 III 1911
is seen on a most interesting money letter in the collection of Dr. Howard Weinart of Maryland, U.S.A.
to whom we are indebted for the excellent photocopies (Fig. 4 for registration label, Fig. 8 on p.5 for
reverse). It is inscribed at the top of the obverse as an "Open letter" for forw2.rding 10 rubles. This
means that the letter was taken open to the post office, the ten rubles shown to tl:c Pochtar before being
inserted and sealed in the letter, the sealing-wax seals then being put on in tl:e pre~ence of the sender
(who had to supply the sealing-wax!). On the reverse is the mathematics of the operation: for 1 lot
10k, insurance 10k, making 20k in all, attested and signed by tl:e Pochtar. As may be seen it is franked
by two IOk arms type stamps.There is a further date stamp of 21 III 1911 showing that it was held
up for four days before desptach and then there is the Imperial post office cancellation of Blagovieshchensk, 23.4.11, a month later.The weather must have been very bad at that time. So here we have an
example of direct co-operation with the Imperial postal system witl:out the intervention of a Zemstvo.
As we know, there were no Zemstvos in Siberia.
An example of a Volost postage due stamp is seen in Fig. 9 on p. 5. It is of Nagorskoe Volost
Pravlenie in the Viatka Guberniya and is struck on a censored POW cover addressed to the German
Aid Committee in Stockholm. The inscription in Russian and German on the obverse should however
had ensured its acceptance for transmission without the payment of postage. It is unlikely that the
equivalent of the 20k claimed as postage due was ever paid.
A Registration label with the name of the Volost Administration in Latin characters shows that
by 1916 they were equipped with this type of label for mail addressed abroad (Fig. 5). Both kinds of
label are shown on one cover (Fig. 10 on p. 6) and in Fig. 6 the date stamp of Ikovskoe Vol. Pravl. 13.7.17
in the Tobolsk Government is the latest seen by the writer.
The Achairskoe Akm. Stanichnoe Pravl. cance~lation mentioned in BJRP No. 51 p.6 is illustrated in Fig. 7 herewith. This belongs to the Volost group of cancellations, the word "Stanitsa" for a
Cossack settlement being the equivalent of "Volost" in other regions.
1. ROSSICA No. 76/7, 1969, p. 64
2. FILATELIYA SSSR No. 6, 1974
3. ROSSICA No. 69, 1965, p. 33
4. ROSSICA No. 61, 1961, p. 36
5. BJRP No. 9, 1952, pp. 201/9
6. SOVIETSKII KOLLEKTSIONER No. 13, 1975, pp 64/80

ST. PETERSBURG TOWN POST: THE OTDYELS FROM 1880

Eric G. Peel
When in 1953, Dr. Alfred Wortman and Boris Pritt were writing their article in BJRP 12 on the
numeral cancellers used between 1880 and 1905, they said they would like to start at the beginning and
to write about the St. Petersburg Town Post from its inception in 1830, "but this must await the acquisition of more material." The millenium is not yet at hand but in this short study I hope to bring some
order to the markings of the otdyels from 1880 onwards: the GODA types (which ceased in 1880) and
their predecessors, like all the markings of the ekspeditsiya, are outside the scope of the present article.
The GODA types in use for OTD. 1 to 9 between 1876 and 1880 bore an indication of year only,
and the numerals which succeeded them were, of course, even less informative, Outgoing mail would
naturally pass through the ekspeditsaya of the town posts and be struck there with a canceller indicating
both date and hour, but around 1880 the need for otdyel cancellers bearing this information seems to
have been felt, presumably as receiving marks. Use of these cancellers as despatch marks, whether
alone or in conjunction with the numerals was probably contrary to regulations. Certainly entires and
even loose stamps of most types are hard to find. See p. 6 of central illustrations of the otdyel types.
See comments on Types 1 - 7 which follow Type 7, then comments on Types 8 - 10 which follow Type 10.
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TYPE 1. Double circle with 3 line date, reading 7(1} OTDYEL at top with stars at sides, S.P.
GOR.POCHTA at bottom, with space between GOR and POCHTA for hour plug. Seriffed capitals.
2 OTD. In red cancelling 3k. stationery card; dated 6.2.87 with hour plug 3 (B).
4 OTD. Cancelling IOk. v.1 (S. G. 70) dated 28.7.04.
5 OTD. In red on 3k. stationery card in conjunction with numeral 5 cancelling stamp;
dated 11.7.91 with hour plug 8½.
6 OTD. In red cancelling 5k. 1883 issue dated 16.10.84.
7 OTD. On 7k. stationery envelope in conjunction with numeral 7 cancelling stamp;
dated 11.11.85 with hour plug 8.
8 OTD. (a) In red on 3k. stationery card in conjunction with numeral 8 cancelling
stamp; dated 24.9.81; hour plug indecipherable.
(b). In r~d as receiving mark on 3k. stationery card with numeral 6 cancelling
stamp; dated 23.3.88 with hour plug 5.
9 OTD.
In red as receiving mark on 3k. stationery card cancelled TELEGRAPH I
GORODSKAYA XVI I dated 2.3.88; dated3.3.88 with hour plug 12.

As type 1, but in sans-serif capitals and reading at bottom S.P.BUR.POCHTA.
4 OTD. In red on 3k. stationery card in conjunction with numeral 4 cancelling stamp:
dated 26.1.91 with hour plug 3.

TYPE lA.

TYPE 1B (not illustrated).

As type IA, but reading at top 4(E) in plac~ of 4(1)-.
4 OTD. Cancelling 3k. stationery card, with added Ik.v. I.; dated 20.5.05 with no hour
plug (B.).
All examples recorded above measure 27mm (Types I, IA, and I B.).

Single circle with 3 line date.
SER.7 22½mm -. 2.87.
2 OTD. SER.4 24mm 13.4.90 violet.
SER.7 25mm I 1.9.04; 21.5.05.
SER.S 26mm 27.8.05, 9.9.02.
SER.8 26mm 11.9.0-.
SER.S 23mm 9.6.95 .
.\II read S.P.BURG/2(E) GOROD.P.OTD.
6 OTD. SER.2 24mm 19.11.82.
Reads S.P.BURG/6 GORODSK.POCHT.OTD.
9 OTD. SER.5 23mm 11.7.0-.
Reads S.PETERBURG/9. G O R . - - - - 31 OTD. SER.I 26mm - .10.04 Reads ---------·--- --/GOR.P.T.OTD. XXXI

TYPE 2.

TYPE 3. Double circle with 3 line date.
J OTD. SER.3 26mm 13.-.04: l(E) GOR.P.---

SER.4 25mm 16.2.05; l(E) GOR.P.T.OTD.
SERS 24mm 4.4.05; l(E) GOR. P.T.O.
All read S. PETER BURG at top.
3 OTD. SER.2 22-!-mm no date plug.
SER.4 22½mm 8.1.-- (violeO
Both read S. PETERBURG/3 GOR. OTD. (Althougr. SER.2 might be type 6A, the similarity
with SER.4 is such that I feel that it is correctly indentified).
5 OTD. SER.3 25mm 19.7.05
Reads S.PETERBURG/5 GOR.--9 OTD .. SER.I 26mm 18.6.84.
SER.3 26-!-mm 18.2.93
Both read S. PETERBURG/9 G'OR. OTD. 5k and 14k statiohery envelopes respectively, with
added stamp, used as registered letters to Sweden and Germany.
TYPE 4. Single circle with cross shaped (i.e. fractional) date. Reads 14(E) OTDYELENIE at
top, fleurons at sides, S.PB.GOR.POCHTA at bottom with space between GOR and POCHTA for hour
plug.
7 OTD. 28mm 28.11.91 in violet-black on stationery card to London with hour plug
8½. Also 28.10.97.
_
10 OTD. 28½mm 20.8.96; also 26.5.99 in violet on 4k. h.1. franking viewcard to U.S.A.
with hour plug 8.
11 OTD. 28mm 2.6.9- in violet-black; also 5.11.04 on 3k. and 7k. v.l. franking letter to
U.S.A.; year inverted and no hour plug. Also 2.12.05, and 9.3.08.
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13 OTD. 28mm 3.11.0- with no hour plug.
14 OTD. 28½mm 16.6.92 on 4k. stationery card abroad with no hour plug.
15 OTD. 28mm 18.12.90 and 8.1.91 (violet) with hour plug 12.
TYPE 5. As type 4 but top inscription reading 14(YI) OTDYEL.
12 OTD. 26½ mm - .11.93 in violet-black and -.1.98 with year inverted.
13 OTD. 29mm
23.9.96 with no hour plug (also in violet).
10. 7.97 on 4k. stationery card to London and no hour plug.
14 OTD. 28mm
15 OTD. 29mm
19.11.93 in carmine, with hour plug 7 and used as receiving mark
on local 5k. lettercard cancelled numeral 6.
TYPE 5A. As type 5, but lower inscription re-spaced to omit hour plug (not illustrated).
14 OTD. 26½mm
3. 4.98 on 7k lettercard to Tilsit.
TYPE 6. Single circle with cross-shaped date.
1 OTD. SER. 2 25mm 21. 4. 0-.
Reads

4
5

8
11
II read
12

13
14
15
21
32

37
47

S.PETERBURG/l(OE)GOROD.POCHT.
OTD.
OTD. SER. 1 26mm 1.12.02 and 8.6.99 (in violet). Reads S.PETERBURG/4(OE)
OTDYELENIE.
.
SER. 5 27mm 28.12.04; 28.10.05. S.PETERBURG/4 GOR. P.T.O. (8).
OTD. SER. 1 27mm 17.12.05 on 7k.v.l franking letter to Viborg, Finland. Reads
S.PETERBURG/5(E) GOR.P.T.OTD.
OTD. SER. 6 27mm -.10.98. Reads S.PETERBURG/8 GOR.POCHT.OTD.
OTD. SER. I 24mm 18.3.99.
SER. 2 24mm 4. 6.94.
SER. 3 24mm 4.8.99 (violet) (B) and 28. l0.04.
S.PETERBURG/ll{E) GOR.POCHT.OTD.
OTD. SER. 1 27½mm 27. 8.05
SER. 2 27½mm 7.11.05 on 20k.v.l franking registered letter to Denmark.
Both serials read S.PETERBURG/12GOR.P.T.O.
S.PETERBURG/12 GOR.P--SER. l 24½mm 8.12.03
SER. 2 26½mm 20. 3.03
S.PETERBURG/12 GOR.POCHT.- SER. 2 25mm 26. 1.03
S. PETERBURG/12 GOR.POCH.OTD.
OTD. SER. 1 25mm
6. 5.05
S.PETERBURG/XIlI(E) GOR.POCHT.OTD.
OTD. SER. ? 24mm 29. 7.05
S.PETERBURG/14(E)GOR . - - OTD. SER. 1 27mm 14. 4.02
S.PETERBURG/XV(E) GOR.POCHT.OTD. on
lk. and 2k.h.1. franking an Easter card to Terijoki in Finland.
OTD. SER. 2 25½mm 31. 8.03
S.PETERBURG/21(E) GOR.P.T.OTD.
OTD. SER. 3 25mm 18.7.06
on 2 x lOk.v.1 franking registered letter to GerSER. 4 25½mm 18. 9.04
many. Both serials read S.PETERBURG/32(E) GOR.P.T.OTD.
OTD. SER. 3 28mm
9. 8.03
S.PETERBURG/37(E) GOR . - - OTD. SER. 2 24½mm 6.11.02
also 16.3.04 on 3k. stationery card with additional
lk.h.1. reading S.PETERBURG/47 (E)
GOR.POCHT.OTD.
.

TYPE 6A. Double circle with cross-shaped date (not illustrated).
6 OTD. SER. 1 24½mm 1. 9.05
S.PETERBURG/6(E) GOR.P.T.OTD.

TYPE 7. Double circle bridge-type with single-line date.
2 OTD. Reads S.PETERBURG/2{E) OTDYELENIE a; month missing in date and year
followed by hour mark; 24½mm.
Cancelling 3k.v.1. on viewcard to Finland (receiving mark of TERIJOKJ,
dated 16.9.04) with hour mark 2 D (EN)-2 'in the day.'
5 OTD. Reads S.PETERBURG /5 GOR.P.T.O.; date 31 MAYA 1904 (other examples
8 MAR. 1905 and 19 IYUN 190-) with 'No. 4' reading upwards at each end of
bridge; 25mm (not illustrated).
·
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11 OTO. I.

Reads S.PETERBURG/Il(E) GOR. POCHT. OTO.; date 15 JANV. 1903with '8' at each end of bridge; 28mm (not illustrated).
2. Reads l.l(E) OTOYE----/--; ornament at each end of bridge. Almost
certainly S.PETERBURG; cancels 2k.v.1. (B).
29 OTO. Reads S.PETERBURG/29(E) GOR.P.T.O.; date completely missing; ornament
at each end of br-idge; 30mm. Cancelling lk.v.1. and 3k. Charity 1905 on
viewcard to Oxford.
A few comments before we proceed to the later types which succeeded the numerals, and which.
came into use in some 'non-numeral' otdyels as early as 1903.
i. All cancellations recorded above· r.re- in black. and on loose stamps .unless otherwise noted;
where only partial strikes are available, measurements are only approximate.(B) following a listed item
shows that this is from Ian Baillie's collection and I 2m grateful for his assistance and co-operation in
allowing me to examine a number of items from his holdings.
ii. One might reasonably assume that all otdyels would use the same type of canceller at any
period, but there is little e.ign of this. Note the simultaneous use of Types 4 and 6 by 11 OTO. during
the 1890-s and the first few years of the succeeding decade and the use of type 1 by 4 OTD as late as 1904.
The ill assorted crew which I have de:;ignated as type 7 show such a lack of conformity as to render com-ment superfluous.
iii. The article in BJRP 12 refers to a local guide published in 1892 giving tr..e number of offices
as I I-yet 15 OTO. was in operation as early as December 1890. It seems clear from dates recorded
for numeral entires that 13, 14, and 15 were not provided with numerals until some time after they were
opened; Evidence is lacking for 16, 17 and 31.
fr. By the end of 1902, at least 47 Otdyels were in operation, many of which never used numeral.
cancellers, but certainly conducted postal business. The above list establishes 10, 12, 21, 32, 37, and 47
and many others are admitted to the club on later evidence.
··
Nevertheless I have so far seen no cancellations in any type from 19, 26, 35, 36, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45,.
50, 51. 59, 62, 63, 68, 69, and 71.
v. Beware of allocating cancellations reading, e.g. 37(YA) GOR.--, or XI(YA)GOR.-to types 2, 3, 6, and 7. The form of the adjective shows the noun with which it agrees is KONTORA
and the full inscription will read 37(YA) GOR. TEL.KONT.
TYPE 8. S.PETERBURG/ * 1 a; date-style 12.12.12. My earliest date is 11.9.03 and my latest
22.8.13. My highest numbered otdyel is 53, dated 9.9.04. Copies are surprisingly elusive and it may
well be that not all otdyels had cancellers in this type. My total holdings are covers of 12a and 27a,
a card with 28g and loose stamps 5b, 20a, 20b (two different cancellers) 24 ?, 34b, 34g, 53a, arid 53b. In
addition l have a front and a loose stamp from 2 OTO.; the. cancellers are different, but in each case
bear neither star nor letter.
TYPE 9. S.PETERBURG/ a 1 a; date-style 12.12.12. My earliest date is 23.6.06 and my latest
6.10.14 (extended to 5.11.14 by editor); my highest numbered otdyel is 64 dated 22.3.13.
TYPE 9F. As type 9 but with 'fillers' i.e. vertical lines in the segments of the inner circle above
and below the date (52 v has dotted fillers). My earliest date is 31.7.07 and my latest, 31.12.14; my
highest numbered otdyel 66, dated 18.10.14.
TYPE 9P. As type 9 but inscribed PETROGRAD. Earliest date is 23.12.14 and highest numbered otdyel is 67.
·
TYPE 10. S.PETERBURG/a 1 a BRIDGE; date-style 12.12.12. 6.8.
and latest 24.12.14.
·

My earliest date is 1.1.10

TYPE JOA.

Date-style 12.12.12; exists for 14a (6.2.07) and 37 zh (8.12.14) . .

TYPE JOE.

Date-style 12.XII.12 6.8; exists for 67 v dated -.4.13.

TYPE I0F.

As type 10 but with 'fillers'.

My earliest date 11.10.12 and latest 9.1.15.
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TYPE l0FA. Date-style 12.12.12; exists for a number of cancellers of l,2,3,6,9,10,11,14,15,
32,37,47,48,49 and 52. My earliest date, 10.2.07.
TYPE lOFB. Date-style 12.DEK.1912; exists for a nwnber of cancellers of 3,5,7,11, and 29
with earliest date of 19.12.06.
·
·
TYPE lOFC.
of 15.11.06.

Date-style 12.XII.1912; exists for 7d, llv, 14v, and 15d with earliest date

TYPE l0FD.

Date-style 12.DEK.12 6.8; exist,; for 22a and 29a.

TYPE l0FE.

Date-style 12.XII.12 6.8; exists for 61b, 66b and 66v.

TYPE lOFF.

Date-style 12.XII.1912 6.8; exists for 66d .

. TYPE l0P. As type 10 but inscribed PETROGRAD; earliest date-10.14 and highest numbered
-otdyel 72 dated -.-.17.
TYPE l0PA. Date-style 12.12.12; existsfor3a,6d,6zh,9d,9z, 14zh, 15e, 17a, 18b, 22v, 28z, 32g,
.and 37b.
TYPE lOPB.

Date-style 12.DEK.1912; exists for llg and llzh.

TYPE l0PD. Date-style 12.DEK.12 6.8; exists for 28a and 48a.
With the single exception of 57b in type I0P l have found no Petrograd cancellers with fillers.
Incidentally my copy of 57b is my earliest Petrograd canceller, dated -. l0.14.
I shall not weary readers nor fill the Editor's valuable space with details of my holdings in the above
types, but it is worth noting that many otdyels used cancellers in different types at the same time and
their duplication with the same serial letter is much too common to be explained by replacement of lost.
damaged or worn originals. For example: 12 OTO. usd simultaneously cancellers in 9, 9F, 10 and !OF
including three of a, two of v, two of g and three of e. 14 OTD. cancellers in 9F, 10 and l0F, including three of a, two of b, four of v, two of g, and two of z. The same remarks apply to 9P and I0P.
hoth as to simultaneous usage and to duplication of serials.
Over 60% of all cancellers in type 10 have a hyphen between Sand PETER BURG. but this form
of the name occurs in no other type, with the sole exception of 38g in type 9F.
Several of the cancellers have a fleuron above each serial letter and we can so record :
Type

9:

Type

9P: 2b (three different cancellers) and 30b.

Type 10:

12a, 12v, 12d, 12e, 15a, 15b and 47a.

14a.

Type 10P: la, 10a, and 60a.
We come now to the puzzle of the two numbers which follow the date in the bridge types 10, L0F,
and I0P. Single numbers denoting the hour are, of course, commonplace, but l cannot trace two numbers except in one type of Moscow V Ekspeditsaya, where I have examples of 7-8, and 9-10 (1913 and
1917); these are separated by a hyphen, rather than a stop, and it may be that they do not have the same
meaning. We do have letters following the hour marks: CH(ASA) means only 'hour,' but U(TR),
V(ECH) and D(EN) also occur and mean 'morning,' 'evening,' and 'day' respectively. There are also
Finnish cancellations where the hour nwnber is followed by a, e, i, or f, to denote a.m. (a.f) or p.m. (i.e.)
in Finnish or Swedish respectively. I have so far recorded the following combinations of the two numbers:
1.2 2.1 3.7 4.1 5.7 6.7 7
8.2 9.7 10.2 11.2 12.2
1.7 2.2 3.8 4.4 5.8 6.8 7.8 8.8 9.8 10.3 11.3 12.3
1.8 2.3
4.6
7.10 8.10 9.12 10.8 11.4 12.7
2.4
8.11
10.11 11.8
4.7
2.8
4.8
10.12
2.9
lMY sole copy of 7 is of type lOP, 34a).
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We must bear in mind that the purpose of an hour mark is to provide a more accurate indication
of the time of despatch than a mere date, and that the otdyels were using hour marks as early as the
1880-s; in some
(e.g. 8½) to an accuracy of half-an-hour. Logically, therefore, two numbers will
provide some additional information, though they may or may not establish time of despatch to an
accuracy greater than the hour: 7.8 cannot therefore, denote between 7 and 8 o'clock for on this basis
many of the marks denote a passage of time as to be practically useless. .
Does the second number denote the number of 5-minute intervals past the hour, so that 4.4 would
be 4.20 and 12.3 would be t2.15? It seems unlikely that the time of despatch would be required to so
fine an accuracy, moreover on this basis 10.12 would be 11 o'clock.
The most attractive theory is that 8.10 means the letter was posted too late for the 8 o'clock post
and was in fact despatched at 10. Serious obj,::ctions, however, quickly become apparent:
i. Why should it be necessary to record the time of the preceding despatch as well as that actually
used? Any enquiry as to cclay would be referred to the despatching otdyel, where the time of its despatches would of course be known. Would it perhaps enable a.m. and p.m. to be differentiated on the
basis that no otdyel using, say, 6.8 deepatched mail at both 6 and 8 a.m. and 6 and 8 p.m.? This seems
a clumsy method, when a dng!e letter should have ccrved tr.c purpose, although it is interesting that
a.m. and p.m. cannot otherwise be distinguished.
ii. On this basis 4.1 means a despatch at either I a.m .. while 4.4 means an otdyel with only two
despatches in each day; at 4 a.m. and 4 p.m.!
iii. Examination of the marks used in various otdyelc fails to produce any coherent pattern of
despatch times; for example :
. 2 OTD. hac, 2.8, 3.8, 4.7, 5.7, 6.7, 7.8, I 1.8, 12.2 and 12.3.
11 OTD. has 4.4, 5.7, 6.8, 7.8, 8.8, 11.8, 12.2.
14 OTD. has 2.4, 4.7, 6.8, 7.8, 11.8.
28 OTD. has 2.4, 4.7, 5.8, 6.8, 8.11, 9.7, 11.8.

cases

TYPE UP. As type 9P, but OTD. in addition to number (not illustrated).
4 OTD. 25mm : + 4 OTD. m dated 30.4.16
11 OTO. 28tmm: v XI OTD. v dated 18.7.18
33 OTD. 28tmm: + 33 OTD. m dated 8.6.22
Following these there are cancellations where the final 'tverdy znak' of 'PETROGRAD' is omitted.
and later still cancellations of Leningrad, but these are outside the scope of my collection.
In conclusion I should mention the cancellations in use between 1905 and 1909 inscribed 'TS.O.'which can only mean 'central otdyel.' Can we form any theories as to the title of this postal establishment before and after these dates? The likely candidate before 1905 is the post ekspeditsaya, whose
• markings EKSP.GOR.POCHT. cease quite suddenly in 1904: my latest example is dated 19.12.04 and
my earliest TS.O. is dated 5.4.05 (my earliest is 30.1.05; which helps to narrow the gap-Ed.). My
latest TS.O is 20.10.09 and it is gratifying to find that at about this time the first cancellations reading
GOROD.POCHTA .at the bottom start to appear; my earliest is in fact-9.09 on a 3k.c.l.

1895 GERMAN REPLY CARD USED IN RUSSIA

Data from W. Frauenlob
The upper item on p. 7 of the central illustrations shows a German postcard used in Russia a·s a
reply paid card to Konstanz_ (Germany on Lake Constance-i.e. Bodensee-on Swiss frontier) in 1895.
It carries a 7 kop. Russian adhesive cancelled Pochtov Vagon No. 46 (?) Code 2, which if correctly
read implies the Libau to Minsk TPO, and the German printed stamp is cancelled Pechat Vracha Libansk.
Pocht. Telegraf. Kont. (i.e. Stamp of the Libau Post and Telegraph Office) with magnificent Russian
eagle and crossed thunderbolts.
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TWO LEVANT NOTES
David Morrison

1. Messrs. Tchilinghirian and Stephen have solved, or have elicited solutions to, so many problems that it is surprising that so little is still known about Cavalla. Of the four references I can trace,
no less than three date from the second half of 1907, and I should be most interested to hear of other
dates, or of definite information on the dates between which the Cavalla Post Office was in operation.
2. An unexpected referen;::: from a mJiern travel b:n'.c "The m:neu111 (in Sinop) contained ..... .
a few stimulating relics of the days when Sinop boasted a Russian Imperial Consul and Postal Service."
J. Marriner: Trebizond and Beyond (Rupert Hart-Davis, London, 1969) (p. 59).
Perhaps a BSRP or Rossica member can add to this tantalisingly brief account.

A FURTHER LEVANT NOTE

Data from Boris Pritt
The lower item on p. 7 of the central illustrations is the front of a "cover" with a ROPiT Konstantinopol cancellation which Dr. Wortman, Eric Peel and Boris Pritt have pronounced to be forged.
( Readers may wish to check their own "used" material !-Ed.).

TPO ROUTE 115/116-NEW INFORMATION
Dr. Howard L. Weinert

It was with great interest that I read the article by Baillie and Joseph in BJRP 52 concerning TPO
route 115/116 (Ref. 1). I have been interested in this matter for some time, and their article has prompted
me to write the following remarks, which I believe ariswers all their questions.
The main problem with Prigara's list of TPO route numbers is that these numbers were often
assigned to different routes at different times. Prigara generally gives one and only one route for each
number and, of course, none for 115/116. Recent research by Luchnik (Ref. 2) gives a much more complete picture. He used official lists to compile his tables, which show a good deal of route
number shuffling. Since these official lists were apparently not issued every year (or else Luchnik did
not have access to all of them), the dates that he gives for route assignments indicate the latest date by
which the assignment had been made, not the earliest. For route 115/116, Luchnik gives the following
data:
115/116: Yaroslavl - Vologda
(1891)
Ekaterinburg - Omsk
(1914)
I can describe three pieces of postal evidence of the early 115/116 route. The first (Fig. 1 on p. 8
of central illustrations) is a postcard from New Zealand addressed to Solombala, a suburb of Arkhangelsk. The card travelled via Colombo and the first Russian marking is POCHTOVYI VAGON No. 115,
single circle with date 29 OKT. 1898 in three lines, and a numeral 2 at foot.
There is in addition a POCHTOVYI VAGON No. 193, single circle with cross-shaped
date 29-X-1898. Finally, there are Arkhangelsk and.Solombala date stamps, both on 31 October. The
second item (Fig. 2) is a postcard written in Vologda and sent to Germany with the following postmark:
POCHTOVYI VAGON No. 116, single circle with date 30 MAR. 1897 in three lines, and a numeral 1
at foot. The third item (Fig. 3 : collection of R. Sklarevski) is a postcard mailed from Ekaterinburg
-0n 11 Aug. 1888 and sent to Vologda. The following postmarks appear: POCHTOVYI VAGON No. 82
{11 Aug.), PARAKHOD PERM-KAZAN (12 Aug.), KAZAN-NIZHNII (14 Aug.), NIZHNIIRYBINSK (16 Aug.), YAROSLAVL (17, 18 Aug.), POCHTOVYI VAGON No. 115 (serial 1, 18 Aug.),
VOLOGDA (18 Aug.).
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As stated above, postmarks for each route assignment may exist with earlier dates than those
given by Luchnik, as with the 1888 date for route 115 on the last card described above. Another example
.appears on the first card described. For route 193/194 Luchnik gives
193/194:
Vologda - Arkhangelsk (1899)
The cancellation on the card is dated 1898. In fact, the narrow-gauge Vologda-Arkhangelsk line opened
in 1898, which makes this cancellation very early. This problem arose because Luchnik did not consult
the 1896-98 lists (if they were in fact issued).
For a similar reason, cancellations of the Ekaterinburg-Omsk line may exist dated 1913. Note
that Westwood (Ref. 3) does in fact, on pages 140 and 303, give 1913 as the completion date for the
Tyumen-Omsk section of this line. In addition the 1914 Baedeker (Ref. 5) shows the entire Ekaterinburg-Omsk line open to regular traffic (p. 261).
The official 1915 railway timetable (Ref. 4) gives further information concerning the Ekaterinburg-Omsk line. It shows three trains a day running from Omsk to Ekaterinburg and back: a mail
train, an express train, and a goods/passenger train. The 1915 card described by Baillie and Joseph
was probably carried on the mail train, which left Omsk at 10:10 a.m. and reached Ekaterinburg at
4:20 p.m. the next day (all times are Petrograd, not local, times).
As explained by Luchnik, the numbers at the foot of TPO cancellations indicate the number of
the canceller, not the number of the train. Thus the 3 on the Baillie-Joseph card shows that there were
at least three cancellers used on the 116 route.
l have one pasta! history item relating to the Ekaterinburg-Omsk line. This is a POW cover
sent to Copenhagen and censored in Petrograd. The only cancellation (Fig. 4) is the double circle ST.
BAZHENOVO/OMSK. ZH. D. dated 6/9/17. According to the 1915 timetable, Bazhenovo was a
station on the Ekaterinburg-Omsk line 53 versts east of Ekaterinburg. The Ekaterinburg-Omsk and
the Ekaterinburg-Chelyabinsk lines were part of the so-called Omsk Railway.
This is an appropriate place to give Luchnik's data on some of the other Ural lines. These show
considerable changes.
81/82: Perm - Ekaterinburg (1881)
169/170: Ekaterinburg - Tyumen (1899)
Perm - Tyumen (1891)
Perm - Tyumen ( 1909)
Perm - Chelyabinsk (1914)
Perm - Chelyabinsk (1899)
Vyatka - Chelyabinsk (1906)
Perm - Ekaterinburg (1910)
Vyatka - Chelyabinsk (1911)
Vyatka - Ekaterinburg (1914)
The Vyatka-Perm-Ekaterinburg line was part of the so-called Perm Railway.
I would appreciate hearing from readers who have additional examples of these cancellations.
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THE ROMANOV JUBJLEE ISSUE

Rev. Leonard L. Tann
Anyone entering the field of Russian philately, particularly the Imperial era, comes face to face
with what can be described as the greatest of all Russian issues, the Romanov Jubilee issue of 1913. The
scope of the issue is tremendous; essays and proofs, errors and varieties, the re-issues as currency-tokens
and the 1916 surcharges, the vast range of postmarks, such as the special 'Vistavka' and other exhibi·
tion cancellations, TPOs, steamships, the mute cancels of the war period, and the German and Austrian
field postmarks, and the entire range of Used Abroad, covering China, Turkey and Finland; all this
provides the serious philatelist with enough material to occupy a lifetime of study. Page 9 of the
central illustrations gives some examples of the richness of the issue.
Attempting to deal with this subject is indeed a daunting proposition.
Earlier giants have made
very valuable contributions, such as the late Dr. Gregory Salisbury. But though there are various
articles, essays and snippets of information here and there, much has yet to be recorded, and much should
be collated so that a single book of a great study in depth, with formal listings and full classification~,
can be available for philatelists to read and learn, to add further information, and-if and when necessary
-correct.
I feel that the time has come-or indeed is overdue-for such a single work to be undertaken,
founded upon the work of past 'Romanov Scholars' covering the vast field outlined above. This is
surely beyond the ability or knowledge of one collector, and I therefore present this brief survey in the
hope that it will stir the interest of readers, and spur one or even more of our fellow members to con•
sider collaborating with me on a Romanov Handbook to be a major and standard work on every aspect
of the issue, as I now present it before you.
THE ROMANOV JUBILEE
1913 was the three hundredth anniversary of the elevation of Michael Romanov, son of the Arch•
bishop of Rostov, to the Russian Imperial Throne. The ceremonial celebrations in 1913 are recorded
by two or three members of the Imperial Family, and were certainly lavish celebrations. The banquets
and balls, the celebratory Te Deum in the Cathedral of Our Lady of Kazan in St. Peters burg and how the
imperial carriages were mobbed all the way, the state visits to the founding cities of Russia such as
Kiev. and Novgorod, and the fabulous Russian Eggs created by Faberge to mark the Jubilee should not
be left out. The series of stamps was but one aspect of the Jubilee, but one that has survived the glory
and pomp.
ESSAYS
Work on the Romanov Jubilee series commenced in 1909. The first essays were executed by
Mouchon, arid consisted of three-quarter face and full profile of Nicholas II in court dress. These were
struck in black, the area outside the medallion portrait usually being blacked over. Ornamental frames
were engraved to accommodate these medallion portraits, and again the combination was struck in black.
Later strikes of these essays were in colour, some with the portrait in one colour and the frame in another.
A third essay shows the Tsar in full face, with a military uniform. Again the medallion portrait was
struck first in black, then together with one of the frames, and then in colour and in colour combination.
There are several other essays, mainly of Nicholas II, but there are some drawings of other rulers. All
these must rank as RRR (in the R to RRR system). Few have reached auction in the last ten years,
and those few that have are now fetching very high prices. All the essays are absolutely stunning, and
are of exquisite style and engraving, and those in colour or combinations are truly superb.
Reference must be made to several collections of essays. The personal collection of essays and
proofs belonging to Tsar Nicholas II contained all these essays in every stage of development from early
strikes in black, through frames and medallion portraits in colour, then in combinations of colour, and
even to the essays, bi-coloured printed on paper and perforated. In this final state two bore values, the
military portrait in frame is known with lR value, and a three-quarter face in frame with 10k. value.
This collection was confiscated from the Tsar when the Bolshevik Government moved the Imperial
Family from their confinement at Tobolsk to Ekaterinburg. It was subsequently smuggled out of Russia,
displayed at Selfridge's in London's West End, and then sold in aid of Guy's Hospital. Nearly all the
proofs and essays prized by collectors come from the Tsar's own collection.
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Richard Zarrins, Director of the Imperial State Printing Works and overseer of the Romanov
Jubilee Project, assembled for himself a collection of proofs and essays after the Tsar had collated his.
This collection contained, likewise, many essays in various stages of development from early strikes in
black, to bi-coloured essays fully perfora.ted. It remained intact, and was sold at auction in London in
1967 for £3,000, a paultry sum by today's inflationary standards. As far as we know, it is still intact.
The sale of the Goss collection in London 1958 contained some examples of the bi-coloured perforated essays as well as earlier stages. These were of course from the Tsar's collection.
There is no doubt in my mind that the time has arrived for a definitive list and full classification
of all the Romanov Essays in all stages of development. The essays rank as being among the most
valuable items of the entire Romanov range, matched only by high value proofs and the rarest of the
major errors. Only some of the rarest postmarks can match the current prices for essays and proofs.
PROOFS AND SPECIMENS
The chosen designs with fixed values were printed in a wide variety of colours and colour combinations. These proofs are startling in the wide spectrum of colours employed. After seeing the
issued stamps for several years, the effect of seeing familiar designs in radically differing colours is stirring
indeed, for it brings home again the magnificence of the entire issue. In recent months several auctions
in America have offered a large number of proofs of the l k.-70k. values, the higher values being RRR at
least! November 1975 saw 10 lots in different auctions, comprising 2 of the 3R, and 8 of the SR, in
various stages of engraving, some in colours other than as issued. The lowest sale price was 200 dollars
(£100) and the highest was for a 3R in dark violet but with much of the engraving yet to be concluded,
which reached 300 dollars (£150). Complete collections of proofs in different colours, including frames
only, or portraits only, have ranged from 2,300 dollars (Harmers of New York, Nov. 1975) lk.-70k.
proofs, 31 items, including portraits only and essays, 1,550 dollars (Siegal, New York 1975), and a
stunning collection of 45 essays and proofs, lk.-SR, 3,600 dollars (Adler Collection, Siegel, New York.
August 1974).
Just as interesting and rare are the issued stamps in imperforate condition with a printed or perforated 'Obraziets' ('Specimen') across them. These too are rare, a horizontal imperf. pair of the SR
with part of perforated 'Obraziets' recently sold for 260 dollars (£130)!
A definitive listing of proofs and colour trials should be undertaken too, with classifications
throughout. Generally single colours other than issued are to be considered R, part proofs, either
frames only or portraits only, RR. Bi-coloured proofs. again other than issued colours. RR. and rouble
values RRR . ·

ERRORS AND VARIETIES OF THE ISSUED STAMPS
The major catalogues are quite hopeless even in listing rm1Jor errors. Nine values of the series
-are known imperforate, yet major catalogues list only four! That's not even 50%! lmperforatebetweens exist too, as well as double prints, all omitted by major c:ttalogues. Minor varieties are just
as exciting, even though of lesser value. Paper cr~ases and folds are striking; offsets, misplaced perforations, and doubled perforations are known on one or more values. Perhaps because inflation is
raising prices, but surely also because as time progresses these items also become relatively more valuable, these lesser varieties are occasionally offered as separate lots in auctions, rather than included in
·residue of collection.' I personally regard these lesser varieties as just as important in the overall assessment of the stamp issue as essays and major varieties. A definitive list as far as possible covering ALL
known varieties should be written up. Again an important listing for a handbook.
POSTAL STATIONERY
Romanov postal stationery of all kinds, postcards, letter cards and envelopes is another facet to
be investigated. Many lovely items exist, some of which are quite rare, often with most interesting postmarks, which should be kept as a separate Postal Stationery section.
CURRENCY-TOKENS
There were three separate issues of currency-tokens:
First Imperial Issue, of lOk., 15k. and 20k., October 1915.
Second Imperial Issue, of lk., 2k. and 3k., June 1916. ·
Second Imperial Issue adjustment, late June or early July 1916, 1/lk., 2/2k.
Republican Issue, 1/lk., 2/2k. and 3k., no eagle on inscription, March/April 1917.
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I refer to them as currency-tokens rather than as currency-stti.mp~, because though they looked
identical to the stamp issue, and bore the legend 'pochta' on the face, they were specifically prohibitct'
from postal use by special decrees, and thus officially did not have ctamp status. That they were used
on mail we know to be the case. f"urther, no covers are known to me hearing any sign of a postal surcharge because of their inadmissability, though they were difficuli to detect on cover, if a clerk was bus}
·
cancelling hundreds of letters.
There are a number of errors of the currency-tokens, such as imperfs, shift:d inscription,, paper
folds, &c., and there is scope to formulate a full listing, as well as noting some important covers franked
with currency-tokens.
THE 1916 SURCHARGE

This surcharge and the varieties emanating from it are sufficient to give any postal administr,1tion
contemplating a surcharge or overprint good reason not to proceed! The number of errors sugge3ts
either it was done very hastily or that supervision was conducted by persons almost totally blind! The
inverted surcharge '10' on the 7k Nicholas II is not so rare as to place it in tl:c same bracket as important
varieties of the issued stamps, suggesting that though a variety it occurred frequently. Shifts are legion
on both denominations, and certainly the I0/7k. exists with such a severe shift downwards, that pafrs
exist where the top stamp bears no surcharge at all, and the one beneath bears the overprint somewhere
near the top of the stamp. Such a pair recently sold in the Siegel Auction, New York, Nov. 1975, for
250 dolkn, (£125). The 20/l4k. may exist with similar error. Blocks and pairs are known used sporting
odd shifts, even on covers.
A handbook must contain a proper listing and sub-lettering of varieties, and note important covers
l:earing varieties of the overprint.
THE REVOLUTION

By the end of the third week in February (Julian Calendar) the Throne still seemed stable, and
the exiled revolutionaries such as Lenin, never expected to live to see the revolution actually occur. But
within a few days of confusion and rioting, Tsarist rule collapsed, forcing the bemused and bitter Tsar
to tender his abdication. On March 2nd, 1917 at 3 p.m., in the imperial train at P'skov, Nicholas II
signed his abdication, handing the Throne, as required by law, to his sickly son, who became briefly
Tsar Alexis II (aged 12). Later, accepting that Alexis' illness was only likely to worsen and to incapacitate him from ruling effectively, Nicholas altered the abdication in favour of his brother, now very temporarily Tsar Michael II. The following day, after being so urged by Kerensky, Michael refused the
Throne, and wrote out his own abdication, and exhorted the people to support tl:e Provisional Government. The Dynasty started with a Tsar Michael Romanov, and thus ended with a Tsar Michael
Romanov.
Within a very short time, reproductions of the Jsvestia front pages announcing first Nicholas·
Abdication, and then Michael's, were printed on blocks of stamps. A further revolutionary overprint
was a French bonnet with crossed swords. Copies and blocks are known used on covers (grossly overfranking them) and passing quite normally through the mails. Opinion is divided about these overprints.
The minority view is that they were suggested by Bolshevik post office workers, who had access to stamps
and postcards, and were approved by the Bolshevik Soviet of Petrograd. The majority view, based on
reports of philatelists then present and eye witnesses, is that they are a wholly bogus and spurious overprint, sanctioned only by the speculators who perpetrated them. Even the varieties of double overprints, one in black and one in red &c., &c., are fabricated.
Due respect must be given to both views for there is indeed a chance, though a small one, that
the Soviet did indeed, among thousands of other minor matters, give sanction to their production. But
the majority view is overwhelming.
Nevertheless, though mint items may not impress us, we should give cognizance of actual postal
use to used blocks on cover. We are aware that the spirit of elation at the revolution sanctioned many
mal-practices, and the postal clerks were not reluctant to accept mail franked with these proclamations
and overprints. No doubt with the Romanovs in disgrace, their defaced portraits gladdened many a
revolutionary heart. Therefore, reference should be made· to the range of stamps and postal stationery
overprinted, but consideration should properly go to used items, duly cancelled, even if done so by favour.
Note should also be niade of important and interesting covers. My dear late friend Harry Myers had
quite a collection of these overprints, and always asserted that they were ordered by the Petrograd Soviet.
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He also had quite a number of used items. When Harmers of New Bond Street auctioned his collection in October 1973, the collection of mint and used items, including postal stationery and a selection of
•errors', was estimated at £100-£125, and actually realised £170 (380 dollars approx.).
USED ABROAD
The Grand Duchy of Finland
You might already be asking why I should include Finland under Used Abroad. That is because
of the status of Finland as a dominion of the Russian Crown. After Alexander I wrested Finland from
Sweden, he accepted the system of law and custom then prevailing, promising to uphold the existing
constitution, maintaining free elections to the Finnish Senate, and agreeing to freedom of speech, religion
etc. As Grand Dukes of Finland, the Tsars were constitutional monarchs, and their autocracy was
curtailed by Finnish law. When the members of the first Duma in 1906 were dismissed, they fled to
Viborg, just across the Finnish frontier and issued a declaration against the fraudulant Russian 'democracy.' The Tsar, realising that in Viborg they were protected by Finnish law, merely proscribed the
signatories from further Duma elections. Finland had its own postal services, quite separate from
Russia, even though Alexander III and later Nicholas II infringed Finnish law by insisting on the use
•Of Russian stamps for all Finnish mail destined abroad. If we examine the position of Bokhara and
Khiva, we see local princes a::::epting the suzerainty of the Tsar, y~t we; classify Russian stamps used
there as Used Abroad, Finland had its own prince too; the person who occupied the Russian Throne.
Finland wa5 in all respects a separate state, and that must give us the right to consider Russian stamps
used there as Used Abroad, beyond the frontiers of Russia.
There exists a projected overprint on a short set of Russian ~tamps of the Jubilee issue in Finnish
currency; 2 penni on 1k. up to 13 marks on the 5R., 11 stamps being so treated. It was an attempt to
provide the Jubilee set for Finland with a Finnish overprint, but the project remainei only in the essay
stage. It spite of claims that the Rom:1nov stamps were never on sale. in Finland, but that used copies
resulted from travellers conveying them there in wallets, etc., where they were valid for mail, both inland
(not obligatory) or ex-Finnish (statutory), surveys show that the e:1tire Jubilee series is known used in
Finland, the higher values of 20k. and upwards being RR, and rouble values RRR, and further cancellations-the usual tri-lingual Finnish type-show a vast area of use, from main centres to small distant
villages. This suggests that they were so on sale, at the very least in main or central post offices.
The Finns disliked the Romanov Monarchs, and tried to avoid using the Jubilee stamps, or affixed
them upside down! They preferred the less obnoxious Arms stamps.
Details of such surveys should be duly noted in a handbook, and attention drawn to major items
of covers and postal stationery used in Finland. Just by note, of all Romanov material used in Finland
-not plentiful to start with-the survey revealed only 1 item of a Romanov postal wrapper among over
60,000 covers examined.
Turkey
Material from the Turkish offices is reasonably well known. The series, excepting the 7k. and
14k. which had odd Turkish equivalents, was overprinted in paras and piastres. The uses range from
Constantinople, Trebizond, Jaffa, Jerusalem, Beirut, etc., etc. Tchilinghirian and Stephen cover this
area, but much has come to light since publication of their work. Holy Land material still fetches
astounding prices, and Russian offices rank with the rest. Just two small items to note; a 3R on small
piece with a full strike of the Russian office at Haifa (Kaifa), auctioned some years ago fetched a high
price then. I have a 10k. unoverprinted stamp cancelled at Constantinople. There are many noteworthy
items and covers and this section of a handbook could cover a most interesting area and · supplement
the T. & S. handbooks.
China and Manchuria, etc.
Students of this area, particularly of the Chinese Eastern Railway, could really have a field day
in contributing information on Romanovs so used. Again, the T. & S. handbooks cover the area well,
but much more information has come to light. T. & S. point out that Romanovs used at Urga are for
some reason few and far between, and none is known in the Dun Fu Yu correspondence. The South
African auctions in August 1969 offered a 15k and a 35k. with clear Urga datestamps. T. & S. list the
15k. but not the 35k. In January 1967, Robson Lowe of Pall Mall offered two magnificent items. Each
was a piece of card bearing a 3k. Romanov and 7k. Arms. One item showed two strikes of 'Urga V'Mongolii, 28-5-15' and the other a single very clear strike but 6-6-15. Each item then fetched £38. What
would it be today? I'm sure that there are more items around still waiting to be recorded.
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Bokhara, Khiva, etc.

In this Used Abroad area, the Russian posts were the sole means of letter communication, whereas
Finland had its own internal mail, Turkey and China had their own national posts as well as other concessionary posts of Germany, France, etc. The various cancellations of towns and railways in these
areas fetch substantial premiums over ordinary used items, and should be definitively listed together
with notes on covers, cards, etc. as used on Romanovs.
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
Nijni Novgorod held an annual fair and exhibition dating from 1817, and it continued until about
1920. A temporary post office was set up at the exhibition, and the postmarks in the 1913 period read
·•Nijni yarmarka.' These postmarks are of great interest and some value. Other exhibitions are known
bearing temporary 'Vistavka' postmarks. The time has come for detailed listings of Romanov stamps
and covers bearing the full range of temporary fair and exhibition postmarks. (See BJRP 45, I971 ).
RAILWAYS AND STEAMSHIPS
Russian railways provide excellent material for station and TPO cancellations. I once tried to
construct a side-collection of the Trans-Siberian railway pmks. but found material more sparse when
approaching the eastern areas. But the railway networks from Poland to Vladivostock and from St.
Petersburg down to the borders with Persia are represented by a vast area in the postmark field, and the
Romanov period 1913-17 is a fertile field. Many covers and interesting items worth noting abound.
Steamships too had their 'Parakhod' cancellations. Some routes are quite rare, or a particular
direction rare, and many items are waiting to be listed and noted. Caspian sea ship-mail, river mail,
etc. Another fertile field in which much needs to be done.
WAR TIME AND MUTE CANCELS
Areas adjacent to the battle-line in the ghastly conflict of the Great War employed ·mute' cancellations. Often this was defeated by the envelope bearing the name, address and location of a company or works, and the censor ignored this flagrant breach of censorship. Collections of mute cancellations on both Arms and Romanovs have fetched breath-taking figures at auction. In the Adler
Sale (Siegel, New York, August 1974) the collection of 620 stamps and 256 covers all written up and
identified, fetched 6,750 dollars (about £3,350! no, not a misprint!). The type of mute cancellations
included grids, concentric circles, squares, triangles, clover leaves, sun-bursts, rosettes, wheels, etc., etc
Many of them are rare. The sale of the Polon collection (Siegel, New York, Nov. 1975) included a lot
of over 200 stamps and 19 covers with mute cancels of stars, crosses, etc., which fetched 3,250 dollars
(about £1,625).
The retreat of the Russian armies during the War meant that post offices with full stocks of stamps
fell into German and Austrian hands. Covers are known used with Romanovs, Arms stamps and the
War charity stamps cancelled with German and Austrian military field post marks. As to whether
the stamps thus served a real postal purpose, or were unnecessary but curios, opinion is still ·divided.
I have a 2k. Romanov overprinted in red 'K & K. Feldpost' and used with an Austrian field post mark.
Again listing of interesting items is timely.
·CONCLUSION

From the earliest essays, down to the latest uses, covering the entire area I have outlined above,
is a fascinating area of the Romanov Jubilee Issue. I have composed a major essay that already runs
to more than fifty pages of foolscap, covering as much of the above outline as I am able. I regret it
is not possible to serialise it in our Journal, but perhaps the above digest gives an idea of
the work involved, and the fruits of what will be the labour to come.' · l invite members to write to me
giving details 'of material they hold in any of the above fields, or of anything I may have overlooked.
Collation of such information can only be to further our combined knowledge of this issue, and provide
more information for other and future philatelists.
I know our society has several members eminent in their own philatelic fields, which coincide in
:some way with the Romanov issue and period. I invite you to contact me if you are interested in collaborating even if only with a specialised section of the handbook; say if your forte is steamship marks,
Mongolia or temporary exhibition pmks., or proofs and essays. Perhaps we can work out a system of
,co~bined h~lp in each area.
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Information is the life-blood of philately, and our common aim is to further enrich 'Russian
philately for other and future collectors, as well of course for ourselves. Here is the project presented
before you. Who is willing?
Please write with information, your views and offers to co-operate, to: Rev. L. L. Tann, 8 Mayfield Road, Sutton, Surrey, U.K. Your letters will be acknowledged with thanks.
(I have seen a draft of part of the initial draft to which Rev. L. L. Tann refers in the above article,
and would fully endorse the effort already brought to bear. It would be a great reference work were it
to be completed; it is clearly to be hoped that sorrie readers will volunteer their assistance in . the way
requested, so that the whole task may be completed as projected.-Ed.).

10 and 20 kop. SURCHARGES ON 7 and 14 kop: ARMS TYPE AND
ROMANOVS:
FURTHER NOTES ON THE 1916 SURCHARGE

Rev. L. L. Tann

r read with interest the comments of Eric Peel (BJRP 52, p. 16) on my BJRP 51 article on these
surcharges, and agree entirely that the Gibbons catalogue dating is too late. The Romanovs with the
10 and 20 kop surcharges definitely appeared in October 1916, and I have at least two 10/7k. blue Arms
stamps with faint cancels but the year is certainly 1916. I would suggest that, as these stamps no longer
served fop the postai. rate but only as supplementary postage, the overprinted stamps were released simultaneously. I also have a 20/14k. Arms dated Dec. 1919.
I have several corner pieces with the overprint plate numbers for the 10/7k. blue Arms stamp;
the first number is in blue, the original plate number. The second is in black, being the overprint plate
number.
1/2, l/3, 1/5, 2/2, 2/3, 3/5, 3/3, 4/Al (the Al is printed under the first stamp), 4/3 and 6/2.
I have a lower left corner block of four with original plate No. 1. The surcharge is inverted,
and so the overprint plate number would be found upside down in the top right margin.

THE POSTAL SAVINGS BANK ISSUE-FURTHER I\OTES
Dr. R. J. Ceresa

Further to my notes in BJRP 50, Eric Peel has combed his collection of small format Savings
Bank stamps and has forwarded details of his holdings of plate numbers. See Figs. 1 to 3 on p.10 of
central illustrations. These include a different format of the numeral 4 in position (d) for the 1 kop.
(I have also acquired a c.t.o. sheet with same plate number and another without a plate number, both
with horizontal watermark). Amongst the 5 kop. plate numbers must be added a second O at (d), a I at
(e), (differing from that at position (g)), a 3 at (e) also different to that found on the 10 kop. in format,
as well as a 2 in position (f) similar to the lower one illustrated for 10 kop. in Fig. 2 in BJRP 50. Coming
to tl:e 10 kop. his 2 in position (g), his 7 (c), 8 (d) and 6 (e) are all of a different format and his 1 is in a
new position, below stamp 100 similar to position (h).
-The layout of plate numbers, when the new data are added to the old, is even more complex than
was at first thought and there now no longer seems to be any pattern, other than random, for the position
and format of the plate numbers. The existence of a number of cases of the same number in the same
position but of different format is particular difficult to explain logically. The positions illustrated as
(a), (b), (c), etc. are only approximate and vary slightly with each plate number as well as with each value.
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CENSORSHIP AND CENSOR MARKS DURING THE ESTONIAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE
E. Ojaste, H. Osi and A. Ostrat
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION (by A. Saardson)
When Estonia declared Independence on 24th Feb. l 918, part of the country was already occupied
by German troops (the islands of Osel and Dago) and a few days earlier they had landed on the mainland advancing towards Tallinn. Germans refused to recognise the Declaration and occupied Tallinn
the next day. Some Estonian leaders were imprisoned, others had to flee the country or go into hiding.
After revolution broke out in Germany at the beginning of November 1918, withdrawal of German
troops began and Estonians prepared to take over the administration of the country as and when conditions permitted.
But a new danger loomed in the East. The bolsheviks, who had been waiting for this opportunity, advanced into Estonia in the wake of German withdrawals and attacked Narva on Nov. 28th.
The Independence War had begun. Very little could be done at first to halt their advance and within a
short time about half the country had fallen to the Russians, including the towns of Narva, Rakvere,
Tartu, Voru and Valga.
By this time however, the newly-formed Government had managed to organise an army and outside help was on the way, some 2,000 volunteers from Finland and a few hundred from Sweden and
Denmark. The British Navy reached Tallinn on 12th Dec. bringing arms and other supplies but, more
important, they kept shipping lanes open and the Russian Baltic Fleet bottled up at Kronstadt. At the
beginning of January 1919 the Estonians were able to stop the Russian advance and began a counteroffensive. By the end of February the bolsheviks had been driven out of the country and by early
summer 1919 Estonian forces had almost reached Leningrad and other positions well inside Russia.
In the meantime a German Baltic force, known as Landeswehr and whose main aim was to establish German rule in the Baltic area, had been formed in Latvia and had driven the bolsheviks out of
Riga. But instead of turning towards Russia in pursuit, they began to threaten Estonia from the south.
After some severe battles, they too were beaten and pushed back beyond Riga.
In the later half of the year peace feelers were put out by Russia and a preliminary meeting took
place in Pskov in September, followed by a full scale conference in Tartu in December. A ceasefire was
arranged to take effect on 3rd Jan. 1920, and a Peace Treaty signed on 2nd Feb. in which Russia agreed,
amongst other things, to pay 15 million Gold Roubles as compensation and recognised Estonia as an
Independent Sovereign State.
We are grateful to Mr. Saardson for the above introduction and for the following translations.
We are also grateful to Eesti Filatelist and to the authors for permission to publish the following translations of the two-part article on this subject.-Ed.
PART 1: PUBLISHED IN EESTI FILATELIST No. 14, 1973
One of the more interesting questions concerning Estonian postal history, during the Independence
War period, is contemporary postal censorship. Surprisingly until now, this has attracted very little
study. Since this unique period in our history, half a century has passed; so that this question should
not be forgotten altogether, the three authors have co-operated in order to try and give at least an introduction to the censor markings., as well as censorship in general in as far as this is possible by postal
history material available and taking into consideration limited magazine space.
The article is based mainly on actual postally used material, the descriptions and photocopies
of about 425 censored covers and cards. In addition to this, interesting information was obtained from
the weekly publication "Sodur" issued from March 1919 by Military Command Headquarters. Much
valuable information has been supplied by former censors now living in the West, and all available literature dealing with the Independence War period has been studied.
Censorship of printed matter was established on 5th Jan. 1919 by an order of the Supreme Commander. All information relating to war activities and military matters was subject to censorship, but
nothing else. It is difficult to say at the moment on what date censorship actually began, because no
information about this has come to light. It is clear, however, that in Jan. 1919 it was well established.
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The earliest censored cover among material examined was a letter from Paide to Schwerin (Germany)
postmarked 19.12.1918, but this means very little because of·an Helsinki transit backstamp dated
20.2.1919 and a Schweri_n arrival mark of 28.2.1919. Therefore the letter was held up at Tallinn for a
long time and we do not know when it was actually censored. Later, in cases of undue delay, the date
of censoring was added manually alongside the censor mark. In this case however, this was not done.
From the baginning of 1919 the official title of the Censor was "Military Command Headquarters-Department of Censorship of Printed Matter." One of its duties, besides censoring mail
and printed matter, was to fight speculation, as the censors of the time testify. For administrative purposes it was subordinated to the Military Intelligence Department which dealt with all intelligence and
counter-intelligence matters. For most of its duration the Department operated from the War Ministry
at Pagari Street in Tallinn, and its first Head was Second-Lieutenant Aleksander Landsberg with Sec.
Lieut. Karl Wohrmann as his deputy. The last Head, before the Department was closed down, was
Capt. Herbert Grabby.
·
.
· .
The Department was responsible for the organisation: and direction of censorship, evaluation of
· information intercepted, ruling in complicated cases and co-operatio:1 with intelligence and counterintelligence. The actual censoring was carried out at larger population centres by cen~orship offices
located at the Post Offices in towns. Normally ar Army Officer was in charge, his deputy and clerks
being either military or civilian, amongst whom were those who worked as p:trt-time censors besides
their normal employm~nt as civil servants or postal workers. Female clerks and mobilised men were
also employed. It is interesting to note that the Head Censor was only paid a salary equivalent to an
Artillery Battery Commander, re:eiving 1,075 marks a month. · The Head of a branch office was paid
900 marks and an ordinary clerk 850 marks a month, while a · inobilised man's salary depended on his
rank with an additional 3 marks for each working day-this was half the amount received by those at
he "front."
· ·
The first censor office to open was the one in Tallinn; unfortunately the date is not known. This
was followed by Rakvere-17.1.1919, Viljandi-23.1.1919, Tartu-25.1.1919, Parnu-27.1.1919, Valga,
17.4.1919, Voru-10.6.1919. Censorship offices also operated in Kuressaare and Narva but their
·
opening dates are not known. · ·
Very little is known about the Dcj)artment's personnel, apart from Tartu where the first Head
was Sec. Lieut. Putnik-later transferred to Valga in the same capacity. The next Head was Capt.
A.. Allik with journalist M. Raud as his deputy. Among the clerks we can name the following: writer
Mats. Motslane, chemist Metsepa, M. Vaher, M. Weller, Mr. Weiding, Miss Kiisk. etc. There were
many transfers and change of staff; the highest number employed there at any orie time was nine people.
Among the Heads at other places were pastor Viksi at Voru, Mr. Kinga in Parnu, etc.
It is possible that censorship offices also operated at other places. The information given here
is based on available material.
Censorship was nc::essary in the situation crea~ed by the War of Independence as it has been else•
where at times of armed conflict. We must rememb~r that J:;stonia had gone through two revolutions
.within a short time and in the War of Indepandence tho fight was not only against the enemy at the front.
but also against the invisible underground element, who were not large in nurnbars, but made up for it
witb extreme fanatic activity. Their fields of oparation were: uprisings, strikes, sab:>tage and espionage
To further those aims the simplest and quickest method of communication was ordinary mail. To
frustrate these harmful activities it was forbidden to publish names of Military Commanders, locations
of units, their armaments and movements. Similarly it was forbidden to discµss war plans and strategy
or to describe means of transportation and communication. All this was forbidden in private correspondence as well as in publications. The censors' responsibility was to enforce it. Taking all this into
consideration, it is surprising that a young and comparatively low ranking officer was appointed to the
post of Head Censor.
.
Censoring of mail was carried out by clerks who each took a number of item,, which they expected
to examine that day, from incoming as well as outgoing mail. Items were picked at random, except
mail addressed to persons under suspicion, which was always censored. The opening of inland letters
was drastic and simple-a pencil was inserted at the corner to tear the envelope open. With the poor
gum used in those days the envelope usually opened easily; if not, it was cut open and sealed later with
a strip of paper. · An order of 23.5.1919 states that all overseas mail had to be posted unsealed. This
saved the trouble of opening. Any forbidden information found in correspondence was obliterated
with ink; if this could not be done, the complete item was destroyed. There are ample cases where an
item was returned to the sender because its contents were against regulations. · Among material examBRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 53
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ined was a cover sent by E. J. Johannson paper mill to Germany in Oct. 1920 which had been returned
by the censor three times. It is difficult to say how long mail was delayed by the censor because postal
services were somewhat erratic in the early part of the Independence War. Later, mail was normally
delayed by one day only because of the censor and in cases where an item was held longer, the release
date was usually added manually to the cover by the censor.
Suspicious letters were handed over to the local counter-intelligence or sent to Head Office in
Tallinn for a ruling. The work of individual censors was checked by items censored at the office of
origin being re-examined at their destination. Such items have two different censor marks. In addition to this, local Heads had to send a weekly report to the Head Office in Tallinn on the feeling in military
units and on morale in general.
Censorship was necessary and no efforts were made to hide its existence, apart from a few special
-cases. Quite the opposite-the population was periodically reminded in newspapers and by various
Orders of the existence of censorship and the nature of forbidden information.
All censored items were handstamped with a censor mark. The early markers were locally made
and come in different shapes and dimensions. Later, when things became more settled, they
were replaced by a standard triangle with letters indicating the town where an office was situated and
when the need arose to check censors work, personal numbers were added. By far the largest number
are found in various shades of lilac, but this was not stipulated and inks of other colours were used when
necessary. The colour of ink is given below only where it differs from the normal lilac.
Censorship was in operation at least, from Jan. 1919-·-to early 1922 and the description of markings
used during the period is given below.
GROUP 1. PROVISIONAL MARKINGS
1. Tallinn
The early marks used at Tallinn were triangles with a side measurement of about 30 mm and can
be subdivided by the thickness of the frame and shape of lettering into three basic types. (See Fig. 1-3
on page 10 of central illustrations).
Judging by material available, Fig. 1 seems to be the first one used-the earliest example is dated
21.1.1919, a postcard form Tallinn to Helsinki. Similarly this type, was used on the Paide-Schwerin
cover of 19.12.1918 mentioned earlier. The last known example is dated 16.2.1920 and this is also the
most interesting cover bearing this type. Sent by G. Schneider by registered air mail from Tallinn to
Leipzig, it bears, besides the censor mark, the Censor's official rubber stamp (Fig. 4). This may have
come about because this was a special problem-a plan of the centre of Tallinn is printed on the back of
the envelope. It is worth mentioning that the use of this rubber stamp appears twice more among the
material examined, but the impressions are not clear. It is possible that Fig. 1 was used at the censor's
Head Office.
Fig. 2 appears for the first time on a cover of 14.3.1919 from Tallinn to Denmark and the latest
example is dated 15.5.1920 on a cover from Tallinn to Germany.
Fig. 3 first appears on a cover of 2.4.1919 from Tallinn to Braunschweig. All the types mentioned
were in use for a fairly long time, but a large proportion pave now faded, often unevenly applied, unclear,
etc. It is very difficult and sometimes impossible to tell which type was used, arid we cannot say with
certainty when Fig. 3 was last used.
These types were the most common among the material examined. The sides of the triangles
vary between 27 and 30 mm but all the sides are not always equal. Since they were made of rubber,
other factors enter into it, such as the amount of ink, pressure applied, etc. It is difficult to say how
.many of these marks there actually were.
Among the 159 examples there were besides lilac, 5 black, 4 blue, and 2 red. It must be stated
that practically all this material was foreign mail. There were only 3 inland items.
2. Tartu
Oblong rubber stamp Fig. 5 22 x 37 mm. Five examples on inland mail from 19.5.1919
to 15.7.1919. Four coloured lilac and one black .
.3. Pamu
Two line rubber stamp Fig. 6 10 x 48 mm. One example on Fieldpost ·item, 6th Infantry
Battalion, dated 23.2.1919. Colour-lilac.
One line rubber stamp (Fig. 7, see Part 2.-Ed.) 3 x 35 mm. Nine examples on covers from
Parnu to Germany between 5.5.1919 to 6.9.1919. All lilac.
-4. Viljandi
Triangle with star (Fig. 10) 23 x 23 x 23 mm. Eight examples on inland mail dated 28.4.1919
to 29.10.1919. Six lilac and two blue.
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5.

Kuressaare

Triangle (Fig. 1 I) 30 x 23 x 23 mm. One example in lilac on a cover to Tallinn dated 16.12.1919.
According to one informant, this office was established mainly to check correspondence from a Military
hospital and convalescent home.
GROUP II. TRIANGULAR MARKS WITHOUT CENSOR NUMBER
· This seems to be a. standard type used throughout the country. Triangular in shape with side
measurement of 18 to 20 mm, although all sides of the same triangle are not always equal. In use from
Aug. 1919 onwards, but since there were only 18 examples, it is difficult to be precise. All examples
are lilac in colour and can be found on inland as well as foreign mail.
1.

Narva

Only one example available (Fig. 12), on a cover of29.6.1920 to Tallinn. It seems that this office
was opened later, when Narva became an important frontier post after Peace Treaty with Russia was.
signed.
2. Parnu
Three examples (Fig. 13) on covers to Germany, dated 7.10.1919 to 17.11.1919. All in lilac.
3. Valga.
Four examples (Fig. 14) from 9.8.1919 to 13.1.1920. Can be found on inland a5 well as.
foreign correspondence and transit items through Valga.
4. Rakvere
Four examples (Fig. 15) on foreign correspondence, incoming as well as outgoing mail, dated
10.9.1919 to 1.12.1919.
5.

Voru

Six examples (Fig. 16) on inland as well as foreign correspondence, 17.9.1919 to 20.9.1920.
Among this material was an extremely interesting postcard of 21.4.1919 from Sauleki station in
Latvia to Voru. At that time the situation at the front was difficult and the card was held up somewhere
because on arrival at Voru it had been censored, although we know for certain that the censors office
at Voru was not opened until 10th June, 1919. There is no indication as to when the card actually arrived
at Voru.
Because of carelessness at this office, the Head was transferred to Tartu and clerks had to initial
their work for checking purposes. Initials K and T can be found written across the censor marks (e.g
Fig. 17, 18).
GROUP III. TRIANGULAR MARKS WITH CENSOR NUMBER
The last type of marking used, to enable a censor's work to be checked. The numbers range
from 1 to 98 and most of them relate to one particular office throughout the period of use, but there are
exceptions. This could perhaps, be explained by censors moving from one town to another and retaining:
his personal number while the office letters changed. Measuring about the same as former type, that
is; sides of triangle around 18 to 20 mm.
1. Tallinn
130 examples (Fig. 19) among the material examined, dated 22.9.1919 to 2.3.1922. Apart from
lilac, there were also five red and three blue.
The following numbers were noted:
Tallinn alone: 2, 3, 5, 12, 15, 18, 20, 28, 33, 36, 54, 58, 61, 62, 66, 69, 79, 84, 88, 90.
With Tartu: 6, 10, 93, 98.
With Rakvere: 97.
With Parnu: 75.
With Valga: 80.
Predominant number: 90, with 40 examples (Fig. 20).
2. Tartu
19 examples (Fig. 21) among material examined, from 12:11.1919 to 3.6.1920. Including four in
blue.
The following numbers were noted:
Tartu alone: 8 or 9, 13, 23, 24, 25, 91.
With Tallinn: 6, 10, 93, 98.
With Viljandi: 93.
Predominant number: 25, with 6 examples.
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3.

Pamu
8 examples (Fig. 22) available, from 16.12.1919 to 20. 7. I 920, all lilac. The following numbers.
were noted:
Parnu alone: 42, 73.
With Tallinn: 75.
Predominant number: 75 with four examples.
4. Viljandi
18 examples (Fig. 23) available, from 24.11.1919 to 14.5.1920, including six in blue.
The following numbers were noted:
Viljandi alone: 30, 77, 81.
With Tartu: 93.
Predominant number: 93 with 12 examples.
5. Valga
8 examples (Fig. 24) available from 29.10.1919 to 13.8.1921, including one in red.
The following numbers were noted:
Valga alone: 14, 68, 74.
With Tallinn: 80.
Predominant numbers: 74 and 80, with three each.
6. Raknre
19 examples (Fig. 25) among material examined, dated 9.12.1919 to 22.11.19 0 including five
in blue.
The -following numbers were noted:
Rakvere alone: 4, 46, 83, 86, 95.
With Tallinn: 80.
Predominant number: 83 - 14 examples.
7. Voru
15 examples (Fig. 26) available, from 26.10.1919 to 23.12.1920, including one in blue.
The following nwnbers were noted:
Voru alone: 27, 63, 82.
Predominant number: 63 with 11 examples.
According to material available, it is certain that this was the last type used, from Sept. 1919
to the end of censorship. Inland offices were closed down in late 1920 or early 1921. The offices
handling mail for foreign countries were in a different position, especially Tallinn where a letter to Copenhagen was censored in March 1922. During the later part of censorship, according to former censors,
efforts were directed against speculation and prevention of unfavourable publicity and criticism overseas. This was quite considerable among the German minority due to the Land reform Act.
VARIOUS MARKINGS OF UNKNOWN PURPOSE AND NATURE
Black triangles of various sizes (e.g. Figs. 8, 27-30) can often be found on foreign mail of the
ln:-'.ependence War period. What they are exactly is difficult to say. The authors would be pleased
to receive information in relation to this problem. By tradition they were thought to have been Estonian
censor marks and collectors of this kind of material have included them in their collections, although
their origin is not known.
After all, there are various other markings which can be found on foreign mail of this period,
almost certainly of foreign nature. For example: numerals on their own or enclosed in a square or
oval frame, and others.
As mentioned earlier, the material used was quite numerous, about 425 items altogether. Unfortunately it wz.s somewhat uneven because 83 % of the items came from the second half of the Independence War (that is after 1st July, 1919) and even the period immediately after the war. Also, most of
the material was overseas mail (93 %). Among the inland mail were very few Fieldpost items and none
that had been censored in two places. The Tallinn office dominated by far-2/3 of all material !:ad
been censored there.
The above mentioned shortcomings were entirely outside the writers' control, but because of
them, it is possible that the article contains mistakes or wrong assumptions. The authors hope that
readers will undertsand, and bring to their notice any mistakes by contributing information they may
have in order to remedy the situation.
Translator's note: The letters S. K. stand for Soja Kontroll (War Control or censorship). The
other letters found in the triangles indicate the town or office where an item was censored, for example:
Tl=Tallinn; Tr=Tartu; Pa=Parnu, etc.
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PART 2: PUBLISHED IN EESTI FILATELIST No. 16-17, 1975
Additional information has been received to supplement the article on censorship which was
published two years ago, and the material now examined by the authors exceeds 550 items. It must be
stated however, that entirely new information has been scanty. In the light of the additional information received alterations as to the known periods of use of some of the markings are given, because
there is very little hope of anything else coming to light. The list of markings has been extended and a
table of known censor numbers (type III) is given. It seems that in the original article th~re were no
major faults or mistakes.
ALTERATIONS
(a) The only mark from Narva (Group II: l Fig. 12) now has a companion a cover of28.5.192l
to U.S.A. Since this office dealt mainly with correspondence sent from Estonia to Russia or vice-versa
very little material has reached the West.
(b) Valga (Group II:3, Fig. 14) known period of use now 24.5.1919 to 13.1.1920 (formerly:
9.8.1919 - 13.1.1920.
(c) Rakvere (Group 11:4, Fig. 15) known period of use now 15.8.1919 to 1.12.1919 (formerly:
10.9.1919 - 1.12.1919).
(d) Tartu (Group Ill:3, Figs. 21 and 31) known period of use now 12.11.1919 to 19.11.1920
(formerly: 12.11.1919 - 3.6.1920).
(e) Plain triangle (Fig. 28) measuring 13 x 15 x 15 mm appears also on a cover to Denmark.
(.f) In the original Eesti Filatelisti article, the illustration of the Parnu provisional handstamp,
omitted the hyphen between the words Kontroll and punkt. The corrected illustration is as Fig. 7.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

(a) Two interesting postcards must be recorded here, which have evidently been censored but
the censor marks have been made in manuscript.
1.

2.

Postcard via ordinary mail from Viljandi to Torva dated 14.3.1919. The letters S.K.
have been scribbled in red ink. Because this is a fairly early date, the proper marker
may not have been available.
Postcard through Fieldpost (2nd Regiment Machinegun Kommando) to Kirepi dated
18.1.1920. Postmarked at Elva on 22.1.1920 and bearing the letters S. K. in indelible
pencil with the initial K underneath. It is dear that at that time markers were available, but it might have been momentarily mislaid and the censor added his initial to
the maunscript marking.

(b) Fig. 9 is an illustration of the wax seal impression used at Tallinn. The side measurements
are 30 mm; therefore, it is very similar to Tallinn type I (Fig. 1-3) marks, the only difference being the
blobs under the letters.
(c) Two new marks can be added to those of Group III, Valga No. 1 (Fig. 32) and Tallinn No.
49. We would like to add that No. 93 of Group III is the only known marker which has been used in
three different places-namely in Tallinn, Tartu and Viljandi.
(d) As we know, there were no printed strips available at the time of the.Independence War for
resealing envelopes opened by the censor and ordinary plain paper strips were used. Among the material
examined was an interesting cover from Tallinn to London dated 2.5.1919 which had been resealed with
a triangular piece of gummed paper bearing the impression of the censor's marker.
It must be stated that inclusion of secret information in correspondence was a persistent and
worrying problem to the military leadership. Already, at the beginning of the war, attention was drawn
to this and, as we know, the warnings were repeated. But the free use of place names in correspondence
shows that those orders were not taken seriously by military personnel.
It is worth mentioning that whereas at the beginning of the war the censor was engaged in checking
mainly publications and mail, towards the end films made in the war zone were added to his list, because
these went to overseas and could have been used there to spread information harmful to Estonian interests. (Supreme Commander's Order No. 18 of 6th Nov. 1919).
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LIST OF KNOWN CENSOR NUMBERS, GROUP III
Place of use
l
- Valga
2
- Tallinn
3
- Tallinn
4
- Rakvere
5
- Tallinn
- Tallinn, Tartu
6
8 or 9 - Tartu
10
- Tallinn, Tartu
12
- Tallinn
13
- Tartu
- Valga
14
15
- Tallinn
18
- Tallinn

No.

No. Place of use
20 - Tallinn
23 - Tartu
24 - Tartu
25 - Tartu
27 - Voru
28 - Tallinn
30 - Viljandi
33 - Tallinn
36 - Tallinn
42 - Parnu
46 - Rakvere
49 - Tallinn
54 - Tallinn

No. Place of use
58 - Tallinn
61 - Tallinn
62 - Tallinn
63 - Voru
66 - Tallinn
68 - Valga
69 - Tallinn
73 - Parnu
74 - Valga
75 - Tallinn, Parnu
77 - Viljandi
79 - Tallinn
80 - Tallinn, Valga

No.
81 82 83 84 86 88 90 91 93 --

95 97 98 -

Place of use
Viljandi
Voru
Rakvere
Tallinn
Rakvere
Tallinn
Tallinn
Tartu
Tallinn, Tartu
Viljandi
Rakvere
Tallinn, Rakvere
Tallinn, Tartu

·GEORGIA: THE MYSTERY YEAR 1921-1922
.P. T. Ashford

On 11th Feb., 1921, rebellions against the Menshevik rule in Georgia occurred in the Lori district, ~nd at Shulavery, both areas near the Georgia-Soviet Armenia border. The Menshevik press in
· Tiflis accused the communists of "the neighbouring states" of attempting to crush the Georgian Republic.
A few days later, a Revoluntionary Committee at Shulavery proclaimed a Soviet regime and appealed
to the Soviet Russian government for help, following almost exactly the procedure adopted before the
Russian occupation of Azerbaijan in April 1920, and of Armenia in November, 1920. The Central
Committee of the Communist Party, in Moscow, decided to send the Soviet 11th Army to "the assistance of the Georgian people."
On 16th Feb., 1921, another attack was made on Georgia, from Soviet Azerbaijan. It is probable
that many people in Georgia had thought the military actions resulted from local disturbances, of which
there were many in the preceding year, apart from the much earlier Armeno-Georgian War of 1918.
· By 16th Feb., however, people generally must have realised that a Soviet invasion was imminent, and
despite snow and cold, Red Army forces pushed their way through the Georgian Military Road; from the
east in the direction of Azerbaijan; from the south on the borders of Soviet Armenia; and additionally
from the north along the Black Sea coast. On 17th Feb., with the Red Army only a few miles from
•Tifiis, tLe Georgian government left in the direction of Batum. The capital, however, held out until
· 25th Feb. when it was occupied by the 11th Army under Orjonikidze. The Georgian Army retreated
westwards to Suraun.
On 8th March, Kazemzadeh advises us, the Revolutionary Committee proposed an end to military
operations, inviting the Mensheviks to recognise the Soviet regime, and even to discuss the possibility
of forming a coalition government. Having retreated to a small area around Batum, the Georgian government negotiated with the Soviets on 17th March, at Kutais, and signed an agreement which, in the circumstances, was couched in the mildest of terms. The administration of the Georgian government
would continue in Batum oblast until 25th March, when Red troops would enter the area as a "friendly
force." The Mensheviks were given an amnesty, and even their troops were promised pay
by the Revolutionary Committee. Kazemzadeh suggests that the Soviets were not anxious to antagonise
the workers in Georgia, many of whom were socialists and supporters of the Menshevik government,
and also that there was a real possibility that Turkey might step in to annex Batum unless terms were
-quickly agreed.
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On 17th March, 1921, members of the former Georgian government left Batum on an Italian
ship, but whether Soviet forces occupied the town then, or awaited the agreed date of 25th March, is
not known.
·
To a small degree it is possible to follow these events philatelically, though Menshevik st::-..:11p;
genuinely used with February or March 1921 dates are very difficult to find. Often items have cka,.;y
been cancelled philatelically. On p. 11 of the central illustrations are shown the following:
Fig. 1: 5R. Tamara stamp cancelled NOVO-SENAKI
9.2.21
(genuinely t-::cd)
Fig. 2: IR. St. George stamp cancelled on the postal wagon BAKU-95BATUM "i"
19.2.21
(genuinely m ~d)
(viz. after the Georgian government had left Tiflis on 17.2.21)
Fig. 3: A pair 3R. Tamara stamps cancelled BATUM
(philatelic)
26.2.21
Fig. 4: Various value on a 'philatelic' P.C. cancelled BATUM
3.3.21
(philatelic)
(A similar P.C. also cancelled BATUM
4.3.21
(philatelic)
is omitted for space reasons.-Ed.).
As most collectors of Georgia will know, various "Soviet" handstamps are seen, some bea:·inn
the date 25.II.1921 (occupation of Tiflis) and the hammer and sickle device. These are all bogu[, ::-;
are the "Soviet" revaluations of Menshevik stamps, despite tl:c appearance of some of them with "TL.is"
cancellations bearing February to April I 921 dates, and eve:1 ingenuous covers (see the illustratio:: in
BJRP 47, page 43) all produced, it is believed, in Constantinople.
What stamps were used after Soviet Georgia was established? This is a problem that has eva::,:;:J
answer over many years. Dr. Herbert Munk's "Kohl Briefm::>.rken-Handbuch" (Part 17, page 24),
a highly respected authority, states that up to the issue of the first Soviet Georgian stamps in Febm·.r1
1922, apparently stamps (and money) of the Menshevik government still continued in use. Whef. ,:,r
this was so for currency cannot be said, but there is no evidence at all that Menshevik stamps remai,: cl
in use, and not a single specimen has b~~n r.::;Jr,foj cJr;·, ;Jy m~i after the c:nng~ of gove .'.l ·
ment. Furthermore, no postal material of any kind was known for this "dark age" between Mar.::h
1921 and Jan. 1922 until recently, and collectors were obliged to speculate as to exactly what arran3,>
ments were in use.
Through the kindness of Mr. Andrew Cronin (Toronto) the writer acquired a single cover whi.h
was apparently posted in Tift.is in Dec. 1921, and this is illustrated as Fig. 5 on p. 11 of central illustratio:1~.
The letter has been sent by a Dr. Nersess (?) Umikoff, Zermontowskaja 21, Tiflis, and is addressed to
Herm. Felix Fischer, Schillstrase 15, Berlin W62. Originally, the envelope bore a printed heading i:l
Russian-'KAVKAZSKOE OBSHESTVO BORVY S TUBERKULEZOM' but this was stuck me·
with adhesive paper, so presumably the contents were of a 'private' character. There are no Georgi.:·.1
stamps, and no postal markings from Georgia or Russia at all. There are, however, two markin:rs
applied on arrival in Berlin, a 'Gepruft' cachet in violet ("Approved") and a receiving datestamp of
Berlin W dated 31 Dec. 1921, confirming that the letter was regularly delivered through normal postal
channels. It seems, therefore, that we are right in speculating that mail (even to addresses abroad) w., ~
handled without the use of postage stamps between Feb. 1921 and Jan. 1922. Whether postage wa,.
free, we are still not sure.
Catalogues usually ascribe the date of issue of the first Soviet Georgian stamps (the unsurchargcd
set showing soldier; sower; worker and 'Mother Georgia') as Feb. 1922. The lOOOR. value was certain~·,
in use at Tift.is late in Jan. 1922, and it is possible that all values made their appearance in that montl:.
Thus, in the latest SG Georgia listing, the date of issue has been given as Jan.-Feb. 1922 .
. The Kohl Briefmarken-Handbuch refers to a report that no stamps were used in Soviet Georgi.1
between May and the second half of Sept. 1922. This is refuted by the number of genuinely used stamps
seen of this period, and also by the document (from the collection of Mr. Thane Seager (Reston, Va.))
translated, and illustrated, in BJRP 32 (page 17).
Collectors should therefore be on the look out for genuinely used Georgian stamps bearing Feb.
and March 1921 dates, which are historically interesting, and undeniably scarce. More postal materir.l
from tlie Feb. 1921-Jan. 1922 period must be preserved somewhere, and it would be particularly valuabl~
to record any such items. Furthermore, it would be interesting to pin-point more exactly the date of
issue of the first Soviet set. Can any further January dates on any of the four values be given?
I am indeed indebted to the excellent book by F. Kazemdadeh "The Struggle for Transcaucasia
1917-1921". (George Ronald; 1951) for the historical information used.
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SOVIET TURKESTAN: A HISTORICAL DISSERTATION 1917-1929

Allan S. Waugh

BACKGROUND
This part of Asiatic Russia from the Caspian Sea to the mountainous regions of the Tan Shen
and Pamirs, from Siberia to Afghanistan, occupies an area of some 790,000 square miles with a multinational 1914 population of 10,000,000 (about 7% were Russians). The territories of modern Soviet
Central Asian Republics were then called Turkestan. At that time it constituted the Ferghana, Samarkand, Semirechensk, Syr-Darya, and Trans-Caspian regions. as well as the Khanates of Bukhara and
Khiva (see Tchilinghirian and Stephen "Used Abroad" Part 3). The other districts of modern Kazakstan formed parts of the Akmolinsk, Semipalatinsk, Turgai, and Uralsk regions. It is a land of continuous
history since ancient times, known to Alexander the Great and Ghengis Khan. The philatelic story up
to 1918 is well written up in BJRP 38, we shall now endeavour to fill in the picture of the actual revolution
and subsequent events.
Today Turkestan is merely a geographical concept, the region being divided into five Soviet
Republics; the population has grown to one-tenth of the total population of the USSR. Turkestan has
now the fastest growth not only in population but also in economic development; it is now a major
centre of power and chemical industry, is one of the world's largest producers of cotton, and has a substantial production of wheat and rice. All this from a largely nom:idic way of life inherited from previous
centuries.
1.

2.

REVOLUTION
The great Russian Empire, when the Bolsheviks took possession, was in a process of disintegration following internal turmoil and defeat in war. Central Asia was perhaps the least developed
area of Tsarist Russia. In 1917 the way of life in Turkestan was tr ditional, being patriard1,d and feudal.
Russian workers employed on the railways formed the core of the revolutionary movements backed by
the 100,000 so-called "labour front" workers of various nationalities who had been mobilised during
the war to work for Russia. The struggle for power was greatly influenced by the garrison soldiers in
the larger towns who by the Autumn of 1917 were siding with the Bolsh viks.
In May 1917 the first All-Russian Congress of Muslims met in Petrograd to demand national
autonomy. On 25th Oct. 1917 the Tashkent Soviet met; an uprising was lalinched on 27th Oct., and
in spite of considerable opposition was completely successful. Thus Tashkent anticipated the events in
Petrograd and laid the foundation of what was to become the "Red Fortress of the East." Already
in the previous Sept. the local Soviet had a Bolshevik majority, and taking full power was the natural
outcome. The military commander General Korovichenko surrendered, and his officers were disarmed
after a clash lasting four days. Soviet power was proclaimed in Tashkent and all the other principal
towns in Turkestan followed suit between Nov. 1917 and Feb. 1918. Only in Kokand was revolution
unsuccessful. A Kokand autonomous government was set up as a counter-revolutionary authority
at the end of 1917. It established contacts with other White Russians and with the Emirs of Khiva and
Bukhara, and received arms from foreign sources in Kashgar.
·
At the same time this White movement prepared for a revolt in Tashkent itself under the leadership of General Junkovsky who used 25,000 mounted Cossacks returning from Persia. A battle was
fought outside Samarkand in which the Soviet troops defeated the counter-revolution, recovering Kokand
in the end of Feb. 1918. This victory was consolidated by proclaiming Turkestan an autonomous
republic on 1st May, 1918.
3.

ISOLATION
By 1918 there was widespread anarchy, various autonomous areas and authorities were proclaimed
and disappeared as allegiances and the presence of Red or White armies waxed or waned. The appearance of Ataman Dutov in Orenburg effectively isolated Tashkent from Central Russia; this isolation
endured for nearly eighteen months. After 1917 the Muslims of the East, in Turkestan and elsewhere
were abjured to revolt, and a decree of 19th Jan. 1918 created a Commissariat of internal Muslim affairs ·
in Moscow. In June 1919 a further decree authorised a revolutionary committee for the administration
of Kazakh territory providing for the separate jurisdiction of Russian and Kazakh communities. 1920
marked a sharp change in relations between Moscow and the Eastern borderlands; the defeats of Kolchak
and Deniken made it possible to embark on Lenin's project of bringing European and Asiatic Russia
into a more compact organisation.
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At this time the weight of Soviet policy shifted in emphasis from West to East, and the Congress
of Eastern Peoples in Baku in Sept. 1920 was to inaugurate a crusade of eastern peoples under Soviet
leadership.
4.

FIRST SOLUTION
In Oct. 1919 internal communications were restored after nearly two years, and at the end of Jan.
1920 the first "Red Train" left Moscow for Turkestan with a full complement of propagandists and
literature in the local languages. The arrival of a commission to clear up the situation in the Eastern
areas led to a rapid consolidation in 1920. Units of the Red Army became available to reinforce local
troops and to bring the hitherto independent principalities of Khiva and Bukhara into line. Under the
leadership of Frunze, the Khan of Khiva was driven out; April 1920 saw the birth of a 'Soviet' republic
of Khorezm, a revival of the ancient name for Khiva. About the same time the Emir of
Bukhara succumbed to the "young Bukhara" · movement while Bolshevist forces under Frunze were
advancing on the capital. On 5th Oct. 1920 the first congress of Bukhara workers met in the old palace
of the Emir. At this point the "young Bukhara" movement, who drew much inspiration from the
"young Turks" of Ottoman times, began to yield to the embryonic Bukhara communist party whose
leader was Faizulla Khozaev. The establishment of these Soviet regimes was quickly followed by treaties
with the RSFSR. The reorganisations had, however, a long way to go before. final settlement.
On 11 th April 1921 a decree created the Turkestan S.S.R., as an autonomous unit of the RSFSR,
the new republic stretching from the Caspian to Sinkiang and from the Persian-Afghan frontier to the
confines of Kazakstan in the North. The supreme organ was the 'Congress of Soviets of Workers,
Dekhans, Peasants, and Red Army and Cossack deputies.' The new regime however failed to bring
immediate peace. In the Autumn of 1921 that colourful figure from Turkey, Enver Pasha, suddenly
appeared on the scene at the head of a serious rebdlion in eastern Bukhara, he effected a junction with
Basrnachi forces and raised the Eastern part of the region against Tashkent. This revolt was finally
quelled after many months fighting, in the course of which Enver himself was killed on 4th Aug. 1922.
The Khorezm and Bukharan republics thus established were in the anomolous position of not
being "socialist soviet republics." These areas had never been formally incorporated in the Tsarist
Empire (again refer to 'Used Abroad' Part 3 for further details) and, partly because of the turbulent
conditions then prevailing, Moscow continued to accept the "foreign" status of these two republics for
the moment. Treaties of alliance and economic agreements were concluded by the RSFSR with Khorezm
on 13th Sept. 1920 and with Bukhara on 4th March 1921. In military affairs, a convention formulated
a common plan of defence to guarantee the freedom of both republics, and the economic provisions
secured all foreign trade in the hands of state organisations. Commercial or industrial rights could
be given only to other Soviet republics. Soviet Russia renounced all rights of property and granted
a subsidy of some 500,000,000 Roubles to Khorezm (a similar sum was also allocated to Bukhara).
These formal ties were therefore of a different order from those pertaining between RSFSR and other
Soviet Republics such as the Ukraine, being in the concept of "foreign relations" rather than of full
"federal union."
5.

CONSOLIDATION
It was the economic field that brought unity closer, as Stalin, then Commissar for Nationalities.
put it "the meagreness of the economic resources remaining at the disposal of the republics" compelled
them "to combine these meagre resources so as to employ more rationally and develop the main branches
of production." An interesting feature of the period is that the map of the Soviet Union as we know
it today could have looked very different. In 1923 a plan, evolved by the State Planning Commission.
divided European Russia into 12 economic regions and Asiatic Russia into 9 regions. The creation of
these regions cut across all political and natural divisions but, while blessed as a working hypothesis.
was never put into practice.
Under the Constitution of 1923, those constitutional arrangements already organised within the
Russian Federation became a model for the newly-formed USSR. Five All-Union Commissariats, foreign affairs, defence, foreign trade, communications, and posts and telegraphs, had no counterpart in
the republics, so the subjects treated by them became the exclusive prerogative of the US SR. Thus
we see the basis whereby Khorezm and Bukhara had no separate postal entity and no issue of postal
stamps or special cancels, etc. in their own language. Postage and other stamps (such as Control stamps)
of the Russian Empire, and postage stamps of RSFSR and later of USSR were in use in these areas •
throughout this period.
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Relations between Turkestan and the immediate border regions are of interest and illustrate
the changed circumstances and decline of former Russian offices. In Chinese Turkestan (Sinkiang)
a powerful and able Governor, Yang Tseng-Hsiu, had ruled as an almost independant authority since
1912. Jn the 1920's, with Russian influence at a low ebb, communications were confined to matters
of immediate concern and were often established only with difficulty. The Chinese wanted repatriation
of many thousands of White refugees who had fled to Sinkiang after the revolution, and the Soviet authorities desired the re-establishment of trade across the frontiers. Imports of livestock, hides and tea had
been an important part of the economy of central Asia, although the exports of textiles and consumer
goods were in great scarcity and hardly available in return. An agreement was concluded on 27th May
1920 between Sinkiang and the Tashkent government whereby each party was to have two offices for
commerce and foreign affairs, the Soviet offices to be at I-Li and I-Ning on the Northern border of Sinkiang and the Chinese, rather strangely, in Siberia at Semipalatinsk and Verkhne-Udinsk. Trade was to
be limited to a single route, and an immediate amnesty granted to the refugees sent back by the Chinese.
This agreement was a victory for the Sinkiang authorities for, under the treaty of 1881, Russia had the
right to seven Consulates in Sinkiang and enjoyed extra-territorial rights and other privileges. This
was the lowest point of Soviet influence; thereafter the opening of communications with Moscow, the
formation of the Turkestan ASSR in April 1921 and so on, allowed the Soviets to reassert themselves
in Sinkiang.
Kazakhstan had been the scene of Russian colonisation; there were over a million migrants by
1914, largely as a result of railway construction. This created problems between the Russian settlers
and the Kazakh nomads, and did much to inspire the Kazakh revolt of 1916. The movements of population caused by the war had few lasting effects, although some war prisoners transported to Asiatic Russia
remained and were eventually absorbed. After the establishment of Soviet power, attempts were made
in the 20s to relieve population problems by reviving migration, but the few migrants were mainly volunteers travelling at their own expense._
Hostility by the local inhabitants also kept the numbers down; it was not until 1929 that extensive
migration started, land becoming available as a result of irrigation schemes. The early years of Turkestan
under the new regime were always troubled by financial difficulties; budgets were subsidised from the
RSFSR, the annual deficit being in the region of 10% during the years 1924-26.
FINAL SOLUTION
1924 saw the first Constitution of the USSR in operation; it was to be virtually unchanged until
1936. The Union included the four original constituent republics of the Ukraine, Byelorussia, the
Russian Federation and the Transcaucasian Federation. rn 1924 a major territorial re-arrangement
was undertaken which had the effect of removing most of Central Asia from the Russian Federation.
ln 1921 these lands had been organised as the Turkomen ASSR within Russia, the republics of Khorezm
and Bukhara remained formally independent. This provisional arrangement, born of necessity, cut
across ethnic boundaries; the two largest groups were Uzbeks and Turk omens, both of Turki stock and
speech. A distinction had been made by naming the Western part of the republic "the Turkomen territory"; The South Western area was occupied by Tajiks (a people of Iranian stock and speech) and the
Kirgiz (another Turki people). The republics of Khorezm and Bukhara had no ethnic basis containing,
as they did, various groups of Uzbeks and Turkomens. Finally, to the North of Turkestan lay the
Kazakh region, a desert steppe of nomads again of Turki origins. The formation of the USSR served
as an impetus to revise the arrangements already in existance.
The formal steps were taken in Sept. and Oct. 1923 when the Congresses of the Khorezm and
Bukhara Soviets passed resolutions declaring a desire to join the Soviet Union. Jn March 1924 the
Turkestan Communist Party recorded its decision in favour of a natural redistribution of the area. and,
in the month that followed, the party's Central Asian Bureau set up a commission to plan the details.
By the Autumn the actual machinery had been set in motion. On 17th Sept. 1924 the Turkomen ASSR
adopted a resolution declaring that the time was ripe for change. That ASSR itself was to disappear,
the Uzbeck and Turkomen areas to form new full republics, the Kazakh areas to become a Kazakh
autonomous republic within the Russian Federation, the Kirgiz to become a new region within the
Russian Federation, and the Tadjiks to have autonomy within the Uzbek republic. A few days later the
Bukharan Congress of Soviets decided to dissolve-the Bukharan republic, which had been proclaimed
four years earlier, and 2nd Oct. 1924 a similar step was taken by the 5th Congress of Soviets
Khorezm. Thus the formal but in fact somewhat unreal independence of these two republics
came to an end.

6.
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The whole project quickly received the approval of the Supreme Soviet in Moscow; the formal
establishment of the Uzbek and Turkomen SSR's was proclaimed in their respective capitals in Feb.
1926. In the census of the same year these SSRs had populations of 5,272,801 and 1,000,914 respectively. At the beginning of 1925 another minor change occurred; the sparsely populated regions of the
mountainous Pamirs were united to form a single autonomous region within the Tadjik republic. The
constitutions of the new Uzbek and Turkomen SSRs were adopted in 1927. The question of nomenclature was also resolved, the former Kirgiz ASSR becoming the Kazakh ASSR and what had been
officially styled the Kara Kirgiz region became the Gorno-Badakhstan autonomous area, thus reviving
names which the Russian Empire had not adopted. About this time the predominantly Russian province of Orenburg was transferred from Kazakhstan to the Russian Federation.
This new organisation had to face many problems, the worst of which was the lack of personnel
trained or qualified to hold administrative posts. In Turkmenistan the whole apparatus of the state
had to be started from scratch, in new conditions, from new persons, for new purposes. Uzbekistan was
an exception; they were fortunate to inherit the administration of the defunct Turkestan republic. Another
problem was in finding places suitable to become the capital cities of the new republics. At first Samarkand not Tashkent was chosen for Uzbekistan but, as this soon proved too inconvenient, the capital
was shifted back to Tashkent. In Turkmenistan the capital chosen was Chardjui-Leninsk, this however turned out to be little more than an uncompleted station at a point where the Central Asian Railway crossed the Amu-Darya river so the final choice was Poltorask (formerly called Ashkabad) on the
Iranian frontier. The first capital of Kazakhstan was at Kzyl-Orda (formerly Perovsk); this was a
remote town in an oasis south of the Arai Sea and inconvenience caused it to be replaced by Alma-Ata
(formerly Verny/Russian for 'loyal') a mountain resort in the South Eastern area. Only the Kirgiz
and Tajik republics retained former capitals; the Kirgiz capital was at Pishpek (renamed Frunze in 1926
after the Soviet commander), a small market town in those days and only recently connected by railway,
and the Tajik capital Dyashambe (later renamed Stalinabad) had no railway, and no building of European
appearance, when it became the capital, so that the various government bodies had to be accommodated in shed.
Kirgizia became a full republic in 1926, with Tajikstan and Kazakhstan following in 1929. Such
then were the beginnings of the area which was to become a valuable asset during the 1941-45 war.
The opening of the 1,500 km. Turksib railway in 1931 did much to promote the development of
Central Turkestan by halving the distance to the Karanda industrial region to the North. In postwar
years the construction of the 700 mile Syr-Darya canal promoted the irrigation of vast areas, and the
development of the so-called virgin lands in Kazakhstan (42,000,000 acres were ploughed in 1955-64
for grain production) have likewise greatly altered the economics of the region.
·
For the philatelist the forgoing will supply a background to the confusing array of namestyles
and namechanges; it is a field of much interest. Both Khiva (Khorezm) and Bukhara can be considered
as "used abroad" until 1924, the special use of Control stamps for postal purposes in Tashkent authorised for use from the 5th June, 1918 onwards are a valuable rarity, while changes in the various names
of towns and localities plus the development of new towns and industrial regions will keep the postmark
enthusiast busy. There wen: several emissions of bogus stamps notably pertaining to Kokand, these
were Imperial stamps overprinted for •the "government of Autonomous Kokand" and can be found
·'cancelled" as for 1920. Another series, six pictorials with allegorical designs of an eastern flavour.
value I kop to 50 kop, were inscribed "Turkestan" in an odd mixture of Russian and Latin lettering,
again produced in 1920 with a rubber stl;UilP "postmark" in purple. The Soviet Union has devoted
about 150 postage stamps to the five republics, its peoples, cities, economy, and famous men, giving a
philatelic picture of the area.
· Sources and acknowledgmeiits to:
Carr, E. H., "Bolshevik Revolution" Volumes 1 and 3, and "Socialism in One Country" Volumes
and 2.
Mikhailov, N., "Discovermg the Soviet Union."
Sobolev, P. N., and others, "History of the October Revolution."
Stalin, J. V., "The National Question.'
1928 Edition, "An Illustrated History of the Russian Revolution."
Tchilinghirian, S. D. and Stephen W. S. E, "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad, Part 3."
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FAR EASTERN REPUBLIC: FORGED OVERPRINTS

data from W. Frauenlob
Three Imperial Russian postcards (3k and 5k Arms, and 4k Romanov) with a forged DBP overprint are reported; one is illustrated as Fig. 1 on p. 12 of central illustrations.

1926-1927: AN UNISSUED STAMP
by H. Norwood

For the 1926-27 Child Welfare issue of Russia two designs were prepared and printed, each on
both watermarked and on unwatermarked paper. They differed in the portrait in the centre and slightly
in colour. The issued stamp had a portrait of Lenin as a child (S. G. type 116) in blue, and the unissued
stamp (see Fig. 2 on p. 12 of central illustrations) a picture of a boy pioneer in ultramarine.

1\1.K. I.D. SSSR.: KONSULSKAYA MARKA
"CONSULAR" STAMPS
data from V. Ozol

Our member, V. Ozol (Sydney, Australia) reports possession of a set of nine Russian NKID.
SSSR "consular stamps"-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 10, 20, 20 rub., perf. 12½ x 12½, measuring 19 x 26 mm, all
appearing to be 'used'-for which he can find no catalogued information. One of the set is shown in
Fig. 3 on p. 12 of central illustrations. Can any member advise?

SOVIET VARIETIES 1948-1952

L. A. Kolot
1948: Young Communists League issue

Two varieties exist (see Figs. 4 and 5 of p. 12 of central illustrations) of S. G. 1428,
20k dull purple:-Type 1: thick figures 20k; thin lettering top right; small letters SSSR on 3rd badge, top left,
and hammer and sickle somewhat mis-shapen (Fig. 4).
-Type 2: thin figures 20k; thick lettering top right; letters SSSR enlarged, and hammer and
sickle redrawn (Fig. 5).
I am of the opinion that Type 2 is a second printing; this variety is not recorded in the Russian
specialist catalogue published in Moscow. No varieties have so far been found in the other values of
this issue.
1950: Moscow Building Plan
.
On S. G. 1662-a spot of colour between the first two S's of SSSR.
1951: Kalinin issue S. G. 1702/4 (40 kop and 1 R values)

Two varieties exist, as mentioned in the specialist catalogue:
-Type 1: second word of second line of the inscription tablet lines up with the fifth word in
the top line (as S. G. illustration T. 498).
-Type 2: the lower word is to the left of the upper
Type 2: SMERTI
Thus: Type 1: SMERTI

PARTII

PARTII

1951: Scientists issue

On S. G. 1707 (Kozlov)-a background retouch near the left shoulder.
1952: Polenov issue

On S. G. 1786-a full stop occurs after 1927.1952.
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ART POSTAL STATIONERY CARDS, 1975
H. Norwood

Nos. 20-29.

5th May 1975

30th Anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic War (Second World
War)
A set of ten cards each commemorating a town which was awarded the title "Heroic." All are
marked Airmail and bear a 4 kop. stamp. Each card is inscribed "It is noble to keep and to add to
the revolutionary, military and labour traditions of the heroic towns." All the stamps include the
words "30th Anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic War," the dates 1945-1975 and the victory
medal (except on the card commemorating Brest on which the medal is in the upper left hand corner of
the illustration). The stamps are all approximately 48 x 15 mm, excluding projecting medals, shields,
ribbons, lettering, etc.
200,000 of each were issued and for each card there is a commemorative cancellation designed
by A. Medvedev which includes the theme of the illustration on the card, the date "9.V.1975," a medal
and the name of the town in Russian and also in the local language where it differs, e.g. in Ukrainian
for Kiev, in Bielorussian for Minsk.
The illustrations and the stamps are all multi-coloured and the illustrations have ribbons and
medals around the main designs described below.
20 (1) Moscow: Designed by H. Komlev.
The illustration is a picture of the Spasski Tower by night with firework display around it. 1t is
based on a photograph by I. Dergilev.
Card No. L 58416 21/XI-74. MTG. Order 8162.
21 (2) Leningrad. Designed by H. Komlev.
The illustration shows the rostral column on the tip (the "Strelka") of Vasiliev island with a
flame on the top of it. Photograph by V. Stukalov.
Card No. L 58491 4/XIl-74. MTG.
·Order 8242.
22 (3) Kiev. Designed by I. Kozlov.
The illustration shows the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet building from a photograph by l. Kropivnitsky.
Card No. L 66000 10/XIl-74.
MPFG. Order 14321.
23 (4) Minsk: Designed by N. Shevtsov.
The illustration shows the obelisk on a memorial mound near Minsk against a background of
searchlights and fireworks.
Card No. L 58415 21/XI-74. MTG. Order 8160.
24 (5) Volgograd: Designed by N. Shevtsov.
The illustration is a portion of a memorial sculpture "Stand to the Death" showing a man, naked
to the waist, holding an automatic rifle. On his left is a background of fireworks.
Card No. L 58417 21/XI-74. MTG. Order 8161.
25 (6) Brest Citadel: Designed by Y. Aniskin. ·
The illustration is the central portion of a memorial sculpture "Heroic Brest Citadel" showing a
man's head and shoulders over a mound. The Eternal Flame burns in front of him.
Card No. L 65957 9/XIl-74. MPFG. Order 14321.
26 (7) Odessa: Designed by I. Kozlov.
The illustration shows the Potemkin steps and is based on a photograph by B. Gukkaev.
Card No. L 125069 17/XII-74. MPFG. Order 14321.
27 (8) Kerch: Designed by Y. Aniskin.
The illustration shows a war memorial ori Motriclat Hill.
Card No. L 125075 17/XII-74. MPFG. Order 14321.
28 (9) Sevastopol: Designed by A. Aksamit.
The illustration, from a photograph by I. Kropivnitsky, shows a monument to the defenders of
the town. To the left of it is an anchor with a small red hammer and sickle on its right and a red star
on its left.
Card No. L 125074 17/XII-74. MPFG. Order 14321.
29 (10) Novorossisk: Designed by A. Aksamit.
The illustration is a photograph by V. Panov of the "Heroes' Avenue," Novorossisk. To the
left of the picture is an anchor entwined with a ribbon.
Card No. L 125073 17/XII-74. MPFG. Order 14321.
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5th May 1975. International Philatelic Exhibition "Sotsphilex-75": Designed by Y. Levinovsky.
The picture shows the Exhibition Emblem in red against an orange background of the Kremlin
and fireworks.
The stamp consists of an olive branch in white against the dates 1945-75 in orange on red and
the inscription "International Philatelic Exhibition" in white on orange.
4k. Airmail. 48 x 24 mm.
Card No. L 36397 17/1-75. MTG. Order 2266. 200,000 issued.
There is a commemorative cancellation in black of Moscow K-159 designed by Y. Levinovsky
used from 8th to 18th May. The card was also sold bearing an additional 6 kop. stamp commemorating
the exhibition and with this commemorative cancellation both on the adhesive and on the 'stamp' printed
on the card.
There exists another commemorative cancellation for this exhibition used during the same period
at Moscow 1-157 which can probably be found on this card.
31. 1st June 1975. 50th Anniversary of "Artek" Pioneers' Camp: Designed by N. Shevtsov.
The picture on this card shows a Pioneer (boy) blowing a bugle and two others (a boy and a girl)
saluting with the Soviet flag flying above them. Beneath is a blue ribbon and the dates 1925-1975 in
yellow on a red ground.
The stamp shows a view of Artek from the sea and on the left a badge which includes Lenin's
head.
4k. Airmail. 48 x 21 mm.
Card No. L 31402 13/1-75. MTG. Order 2261.
200,000 issued.
There is a commemorative cancellation in black used at Artek and dated 16.VI.1975. Designed
by V. Vasiliev.
32. 20th June 1975. XII International Botanical Congress, Leningrad. Designed by L. Sharov.
The design is a stylised 5-petalled flower framed by the words "International Botanical Congress
1975 Leningrad" and each petal consists of a picture of a plant edged by its name in Latin. The stamp
design includes each of the same plants and the Congress emblem.
4k. Airmail. 36 x 23 mm.
Card No. L 37175 15/V-75. MPFG. Order 14747.
Printers' imprint and markings for the address are in blue. 200,000 issued.
A commemorative cancellation in black was used at Leningrad S-15 from 3rd to 10th
July. Designed by G. Arkadiev.
33. 30th October 1975. 200 Anniversary of •Birth of Karl Ivanovich Rossi (Architect). Designed by
N. Litvinov.
The picture, in dark brown and yellow-brown, shows the Archway at the former principal entrance
to the Square in front of the Winter Palace, Leningrad.
The stamp bears a portrait of Rossi surrounded by a laurel wreath. Yellow-brown, dark brown
and grey.
4k. Airmail. 39 x 22 mm.
Card No. L-37341 19/VI-75. PPFG. Order 10933. 200,000 issued.
There is a commemorative cancellation of Leningrad Head Post Office dated 29.XII.1975. and
.used on that date: Designed by A. Ketsba.
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REVIEWS OF NEW PUBLICATIONS
JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY: Editor Wing Cdr. P. I. Padget. No. 180-184 (Vol. 23 Nos.1-5)
of Oct. 75, Dec. 75, Feb. 76, April 76, June 76.
Nos. 180, 181, and 183 contain no data specifically relevant to BSRP, but Wing Cdr.
Padget commences a new survey of Chinese TPO's in 180 which continues in 182 and 184 and could
reward study in terms of Russo/Chinese cover analysis. E. N. Lane gives an interesting explanation
in 182 for Mongolian registered air mail first day covers to U. K. actually travelling by land from Budapest to Dover, U.K. and indicating that the Ulan Bator to Budapest leg was probably overland too.
James Negus analyses a letter of 1927 from Urga (Ulan Bator) in No. 184, a volume which has reviews
of two publications relevant to BSRP-Vol. 1 of a revised list of the Manchuria 1945/7 local overprints,
and a 1975 catalogue of the stamps of Mongolia-both in English.
FRANCE-URSS PHILATELIE: Editor G. Rameau
New numbers of this Journal, now to hand, cover the following subjects in addition to the normal
new issue reviews:
No. 48 (88) Oct. 1975: The Odessa Red Cross Society cover article (started in No. 47) continues,
and an article on the Napoleon/Alexander l clash.
No. 49 (89) Jan. 1976: Odessa Red Cross again continued, and a thematic article on stamps,
souvenir cards and cancellations commemorating the meeting on the battleship Potemkin.
THE NEWS LETTER OF THE SOCIETY OF POSTAL HISTORIANS: "POSTSCRIPT." Editor:
V. Denis Vandervelde, Vol. XXV, No. 4 (whole No. 124): Oct./Dec., 1975.
L. Rickard gave a display of Pleskau (Pskov) items related to the 27 July/25 Nov., 1918 German
occupation period with provisional cancellations, and the 1941/42 period embracing the local overprint
of Hindenburg definitives and of Russian definitives, the local stamps, and the continued use of Russian
cancellers.
Vol. XXVI, No. 2 (whole No. 126): April/June 1976 contains a fine article by G. Hollings on the postal
history of Belgium from 1813 to 1839/40, which should be of assistance to BSRP members attempting
to interpret Belgian transit marks in that period, and a similar article by P. Hartland-Swann on French
entry marks from 1808 to 1838.
"TPO" THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE TPO & SEAPOST SOCIETY: Editor: V. Denis Vandervelde Vol. 29, Nos. 3 and 4, Vol. 30, No. I-Autumn and Winter 1975; Spring 1976.
Vol. 29, No. 3 and Vol. 30 No. 1 repeats Part 1 of the Chinese TPO article in No. 180 of the Journal
of Chinese Philately (reviewed above), No. 3 starts a review of Belgian TPO's which are relevant to the
handling of Russian covers to France, etc., which continues in No. 4 and in Vol. 30, No. 1.
THE COLLECTORS' CLUB PHILATELIST: Executive Editor: Ernest A. Kehr, Vol. 54, No. 6, Nov. 1975.
Amongst the usual array of international enlightment in the latest number of this long-respected
publication one finds:
(a) An analysis of a 1911 cover, franked with a Chinese IPO adhesive, from Urga in Mongolia
via Pekin, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Calcutta to Gyatse, Tibet, believed to be the first cover
recorded by that route.
(b) a detailed examination of the detoured mails in France during the 1870/71 Franco-Prussian
War.
"DIE POSTZENSUR IN FINNLAND" by Hans G. Moxter. Printed in German. Price DM. 12.plus Postage. Obtainable from: Heinz Busch, 51 Aachen, Wichernstr. 2, Germany.
A very well written booklet of a hundred pages. The author has the support of the German study
group for the North Countries. It lists and describes with a lot of illustrations the censor marks from
1914 till 1945.
The only wrong translation from a Russian censor mark into German language on page 41 and
64 are the words 'STARSHII TSENZOR' in German translation should be "the eldest" or "Haupt"
censor. The idea that any mail censored with the words "starshii" censor represents timing is wrong.
Otherwise the booklet can only be highly recommended to every collector of Finnish censors.

B. P.
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lL NUOVO CORRIERE FILATELICO: Year 1 No. 1-0ct. 1975
This is the first number of a new philatelic journalistic venture, on behalf of the So ieta di Studi
Filatelici e Storico Postali, 8 via Martelli, 50129, Firenze, Italy, and we are pleased to wish them wellmost of the text is in Italian, with a little English, French, etc. Amongst a range of articles on some
beautiful postal history items, BSRP members would find specific interest in:
-The mail of the Grande Armee by F. Grasselli, with 2 covers (1807, 1808) illustrated from
the Polish campaign
-Censorship of the Third Reich by G. Mattiello, with 14 figures.
AUS RUSSLAND: by Leo De Clercq: 21 May, 1915
This monograph is mentioned in the article earlier in this Journal on these Germ:m transit marks
on mail out of Russia. A cover with each type of mark seen by M. De Clercq is illustrated together
with usage dates and (bravely) an estimated valuation for each of these types, ranging from 300 to 5,000
Belgian francs. They are arranged according to location. M. De Clercq is to be congratulated for
the quality of the reproductions and the clarity of the presentation. There is a brief text in Flemish.
STOMME STEMPELS: by F. Huysmans: 1 Jan., 1976
This is another monograph from the enthusiastic Belgian students, and we are grateful to M.
De Clercq for the presentation of copies of this and the preceding item to BSRP library. There are 146
types illustrated, all but 11 of which are located (in 70 towns). The 'dumb' specialists will have an interesting task to compare this monograph with the data in earlier BJRPs, based on the mammoth survey
by the late Dr. G. B. Salisbury. They may consider T marks from Revel, Fellin and Vinnitsa, the
dotted R in circle from Verro, the framed OPLACHEN (paid) of Nikopol and the 2-line framed
VYINUTO IZ/POCHT. YASHCHIKA (found in post box of Lodz) not to be true 'dumbs' but otherwise a wide range of other types of marks is well displayed. There is a brief text in Flemish.

NEWS OF MEMBERS

Our immediate Past President M. A. Bojanowicz, R.D.P., is again in the news, this time being
nominated by the French Academie de Philatelie as U.K. Membre Correspondent, following such other
distinguished U.K. philatelists as the late Sir John Wilson, Mr. Gerrish, and Mr. B. Holmes.
Our ever-energetic Hon. Sec., John Lloyd, F.R.P.S.L. no less, has been travelling around U.K.
a great deal. Not only did he manage to stay overnight with your Editor (when much midnight oil
was burnt), but he has been displaying and spreading BSRP fame as far north as Stirling in Scotland.
He has also drawn to our attention that membership of the Great Britain-USSR Association
may be of interest to members in the U.K. who could exercise their interest in films, lectures, receptions,
a large library, etc. The Secretary of this non-political Association is Major General T. B. L. Churchill,
14 Grosvenor Place, London, S.W.l, U.K.
The 1976 British Philatelic Exhibition is being held at the Seymour Hall, London, W.l from
Wed., 29 Sept. to Sat. 2 Oct., and we look forward to BSRP members appearing on the list of medal
winners, as well as wishing treasure-hunters well at the trade stands.

DISINFECTED MAIL

Members may wish to know that a recent U.K. addition to the collection of Study Circles is that
devoted to Disinfected Mail throughout the world, embracing both the postal items themselves and any
associated documents. The quarterly newsletter is named "Pratique." Our contributor the postal
historian V. Dennis Vandervelde is a guiding light; the treasurer is Mr. P. Clemens, 8 Church Close,
Edgware, Middlesex, U.K., and the subscription for 1976 is £3.50 (U.S. 8 dollars).
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OBITUARIES
ELLSWORTH L. FILBY

It is with regret that we have to record the sudden death, at the age of 80, of our member Mr.
Filby of Kansas City, Missouri, U.S.A., on 16 May, 1976. He will be remembered in U.K. for his attendance at seven>! visits to BSRP meetings whilst visiting this country; he collected Soviet issues, mainly
in mint blocks to 1948, with a wide range of varieties, proofs, etc.
Born in New York, he graduated from Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., in 1917, and was a World
War 1 veteran. After various State Board of Health appointments, he moved to Kansas City in 1931
where he became a partner of the engineering firm of Black and Veatch, retiring in 1964. Jn an active
career as a registered professional engineer, he had been president of the Kansas City Engineers' club,
and a member of many U.S. engineering and public health associations; he was also a member of St.
Andrew's Episcopal Church.
We extend our sympathy to his widow, his two sons and six grandchildren in their sad loss.
H. Q. (PETER) MARRIS

It is a sad duty to record the death of Mr. Peter Marris, of Huddersfield. Yorks., after a long
illness, on 22nd January, 1976.
For many years a member of our Society, Mr. Marris was active early in the 1950's by assisting
Mr. John Barry, then Journal Editor, with the production of many photographic illustrations then
inserted in Journal pages, and our Society owes him a ·great debt of gratitude for many hours of
painstaking work in producing these prints. -Peter Marris -als!> contributed useful notes on Soviet
Airmail forgeries to our pages.
Unfortunately not able to attend many meetings of the Society, Mr. Marris was however able to
be present at the meeting in March 1971 when members were able to appreciate his keen interest and
enthusiasm for Russian philately. We are sorry that distance and, later on, illness prevented him from
becoming more regularly involved with the Society, and more of us getting to know him.
To Mrs. Muriel Marris and family, we offer our sincerest condolences.
P. T. A,

NEW MEMBERS

The following new members are welcomed :
BSRP meeting No. 132 on 25 Oct., 1975 :MR. DALE P. CRUIKSHANK, Institute for Astronomy, 2680 Woodlawn Drive, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822, U.S.A.-C.A.P., Z., RR.
MR. S. J. CAPES, 26 Avonvale Road, Islington, Trowbridge, Wiltshire-C.A.P., RR.
MR. K. POWELL, Star Route ], Box 158A, Belen, New Mexico, 87002, U.S.A.-Azerbaijan.
MR. IGOR OROBCHENKO, 24 Rue Du General Roguet, 92110 Clichy, France.-Z., I., R.,
U.S., U.; T., Vignettes, RR.
MR. A. SADOVNIKOV, P.O. Box 612, San Carlos,· Calif., 94070, U.S.A.--C.A.P., RR.
MR. B. EVANS, Kerscott House, Swimbridge, Barnstaple, Devon, EX32 OQA-C.A.P.
BSRP meeting No. 133 on 31 Jan., 1976:MR. M. SHARPS, 35 Egerton Road, Liverpool, Ll5 2HN-P.H., P.S., B..
Sm. G. MORONI, Piazza Napoli 30/7, 20146-Milano, ltaly-C.A.P., RRL.
MR. J. A. SZEMETI, 141 Meersbrook Park Road, Sheffield S8 9FP-P.H., P.S., RRL. ·
MR. G. D. BUCKLEY, F.R.P.S.L., 33 Baldock Road, Letchworth, SG6 3JX-Zemstvos only.
MR. GORDON HARRIS, 107 Gloucester Terrace, London W.2.-lmp. P.H. & Stps., RRL.
MR. C. D. BAILEY, The White Cottage, 13 Mill Lane, Blakedown, Nr. Kidderminster, Worcs.
Also, the two following Honorary Life Members were appointed, to whom our greetings and
-congratulations:MR. DONALD McDONALD; MR. KURT ADLER.
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BSRP meeting No. 134 on 13 March, 1976 :A. F. WESTALL, 139 Kinfauns Road, Ilford, Essex, 103 9QJ-Stps. of I., R., U.S., U., T., to
1940 only. RRL.
GREGORY S. WHITT, 308 West Delaware Avenue, Urbana, 11L61801, U.S.A.-PH., Z.,
R.Am., I, R., U.S., U., T., MU., RRL.
LEON-MARIE MICHAUD, 31 Avenue de Vaudagne, CH-1217, Meyrin (Geneve), Switzerland1., R., U., T., C., US., RRL.
ROY MARTIN, Flat 1, 40/42 High Street, Bexley Village, Kent, DA5 lAH-Z., R.am., R.,
US., U., P., F., B., to 1918 RRL.
MORRIS GUTENSTEIN, 1415, El Paso Drive, Los Angeles, California, 90065, U.S.A.-C.A.P.,
RRL.
D.S. GRAHAM, 20 Orion, Roman Hill, Bracknell, Berks.-C.A.P., MU.
DR. M. D. RUTKOWSKA, 32 Belmont Road, Southampton, SO2 IGE-RR very well.
BSRP meeting No. 135 on 15 May, 1976:SEN. SALVADOR BOFARULL, Av. Bruselas 70, Madrid-28, Spain-PH., Pr., Airs, I., R.,
US., O.M., RR.
MR. T. A. MORRIS, 49 Egerton Gardens, Hendon, London, NW4 4BB-PH., Z., Airs, I., R.,
US., U., C., RRL.
MR. L. LIWENDAHL, Runtunavageu 8, S-125 40 Alvajo, Sweden-Z., I., F., O.M., Imp. Pc~rds,
RR.
MR. C. L YSLOFF, 568, Marlborough Road, Brooklyn, N.Y., 11226, U.S.A.-Imp. only, PH.,
Z., PS., C., RR.

STOP PRESS

BSRP-VOF JOINT PHILATELIC EXHIBITION, MOSCOW
H. Norwood
The following awards and medals are known so far for the 25-30 June, 1976 Exhibition.
details to follow in BJRP 54.

Further

THE BRITISH SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY:
Special Award: A. Droar (Hors Concours): British postal history 1722-1901.
Gold medals and special awards: M. A. Bojanowicz, RDP: Russia used in Poland. R. Casey:
Mail used in Asia.
Silver-gilt medal and special award: E. Peel: Early Soviet covers.
Silver-gilt medal: R. Ceresa: Soviet Transcaucasian Republics; · Soviet postmaster provisionals.
(The two exhibits were judged together).
Silver medals and special awards: H. Norwood: Varieties of Soviet stamps and miniature sheets.
G. V. Shalimoff: The varnish lozenges on issues of Russia and Soviet Russia in the period 190.?-1923.
Silver medals: A. Cronin: Selected pages of postage stamps and postal history. G. S. Leeland:
Liberated Poland from 1944 onwards. A. Pritt: Prisoner of war cards, First World War.
Bronze-silver me als: L. Tann: Arms types of Imperial issues. A. H. Wortman: Zemstvo posts.
Bronze medals: W. J. Elcocks: Soviet airmail covers 1924-1929. A. S. Waugh: Soviet stamps
with perforations missing on one side and similar varieties.
ALL-UNION SOCIETY OF PHILATELISTS
Gold medals: S. M. Blekhman: Tsarist Russia and USSR. M.A. Dobin: History of Soviet postmarks. 0. V. Forafontov: Imperial postal stationery.
Other major awards: Two Silver-gilt medals. Five Silver medals.

EXPERTISING COMMITTEE
Members are advised to avail themselves of the services of the Expert Committee on all matters
appertaining to Russia (including Soviet) and allied countries. For further information contact Mr.
Mushlin, secretary of the Expert Committee.
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